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THE IRE OF SOLIIIERS.
Witte Finding Trouble to Get a Cab-




Odessa, Nov. 3.—The horrors of
Kishisieff have been repeated her a
hundredfold. The massacres of Wed-
nesday, in whioh upward of 5,000
were kilted and wounded by Jew
bating, 'loyalist" mobs, were dupli-
cated yesterday. The alaughner was
not conened to the Jews, although
they suffered the brunt of the strug-
gle. Th behoodthirsty hordes were
openlypeided b ythe police and the
tops. The only agency which act-
ed for the protection et the people




After a fairly quiet night shooting
again consnenoed this morning. The
Red Cross is busy attending the
wounded.
Up to the present time no Christian
shops or houses (have been touched.
The principal hotels are full of the
better class of Jtows seeking refuge
from :his week's disorders.
Trade is at a complete standstilk
Provision, are teal obtainable at
greatly enhanced prices. The gas and
waterworn are wailing. It is im-
passible to make a connect estimate
of the number killed and weunded
Similar serious reports reach Odes-
sa from moot of the other towns In
southern Russia.
Worlmsen Kill Students.
Moscow, Nov. 3.--ek prOCC114100 Of
students returning today wills some
of thew conwadies who had been re-
leased from prism was set upon by
a tool" of workmate at the triumphal
arch Ten of the students were Wag
One Cause of Disorder.
'New York. Nov. 3.—A cable di,-
patch to the Times from Berlin says:
'A private telegram from St. Peter.-
hare says it is absolutely certain and
can be proved that the reactionaries
under the leadeership of Gen. Tripoli
have been fomenting disorders
throughout Russia disorder to coun-
teract the efforts of the revolutionists.
The reactionaries, it is aseerted, have
sent agents, provocateurs, to various
4 cities in order to create a condition
of anarchy and compel the czar to
take military measuree. To discredit
F Count Witte is also an object of the
resctioneries.
Strike Of at St. Petersburg .
S4. Petersburg, Nov. 3.—The dice
vision of the strike connittee to call
of the strike at woe today was re-
ceived with joy by all cleaves of the
population as the absence of oews-
papers, electric dole and other con-
veniences of life is severely felt.
The railroad met, however, have
resolved to continue the strike which
entail,' a crintinuanee of the 'high
prices of provisions.
A great dernirmstration is promised
for Sunday when the bodie, of the
'victims of the conflicts of Tuesday
will be interred. The strike conwnit-
▪ tee sent a deputation to Count Witte
, 'today and informed hien that the




St. Petersburg, Nov. 3.—Count
Witte is' having trouble in forming
a cabinet ore acount of the lack of lib-
era, support. Senator Koni has re-
fused the portfolio of Justice and
Prince Troubeleiroy, ,brother of the
late rector of Mosicow University, is
aide to have not evert replied to the
tender of the trittietty of edliketion.
The censorehip throughout Russia
was abonseed today, not only the
newspapers( but also in the ease of
.' 
private telegrams. The minister ofs ,k 111the interior has notified the editorsIla
• ir; t the regulations for the cientrol
i
, the preys are no longer in force
Appealing to the People,
St. Petersburg. Nov. 3.—Another
eh, .appeal to the people in the tiape of
41-an official note was published this
'morning. It says:
"After the manifesto of October 3°
hatIski an unshaken foundatiott for
4,- the nt sit Russian life on





Question in Which Many Others
Than Parties to Suits Will Find
Interest.
•
Several suits that will have a wide-
spread effect, whichever way they grd
were filed in the circuit court yester-
day. The final outcome will be reed
closely watched by everybody, and
more particularly people carrying life
insurance in different companies.
The litigation consists of suits file
by the Interstate Life Assurance corn
parry of Indianapolis, Ind., against
James H. Nagel, the Fourth and
Broadway drugght, Lee D. Potter,
the shed% Dr. Horace Rivers, the
physician, and Dr. John H. Hugg.
the Twelfth street druggist. Each of
these parties are sued for premiums
claimed due the company for insur-
ance policies issued them.
Mike Caldwell represented the in•
iirance company in this city and in
booming business and getting numer-
ous applications he gave wholesale
rebates to parties who would take pol
icies in the concern.
On May 23rd of this year he wrfli
James Nagel a $lo,oco policy in the
company with the understanding that
Nagel would have to pay only $15 the
first year and the full premium there-
after. This left a balance for the first
year of $34e2o.
On the same day be wrote Sheriff
Potter a Poem life insurance policy
for $17.60 the first year, knocking off
thereby $337.50 as a rebate to the
sheriff, for the first year, with the
understanding the full amount was
to be paid the crooning years.
In the same manner Dr. Horace
Rivers was written on May 113th of
this year, a $5,0co policy .for SILTS.
while $135 was rebated him. That
would make the total yearly premium
of $t46.15.
April a6, moo Caldwell wrote John
H. Hugg a teem policy, charging
bun only $1a.8o for the first year and
rebating the balance of the initial
premitim, $92.80.
Ater Caldwell wrote many policies
in this manner Comenonvrealth Attor-
ney J. G. Lovett, of Marsball county,
filed suits against the Interstate com-
pany for $5oo in each actiore, oto the
ground that the concern was liable
to a fine of that amount for every
policyholder to whom premium wine
rebated by the agent in writing poll's-
cies. The action came up before
Judge Reed in the circuit court and
he held that the company was not
liable to a fine under the state lat,
Lot violation of the rebate enactmeld
by an agent. Ow throe grounds the
judge threw the nits out of court
wherein the commonwealth's attor-
ney wanted the concern fined for ev-
ery rebate.
Now the insurance company claims
it did not authorise Caldwell to give
any rebates to policrbolders, and that
the latter have to pay the full prem-
ium just the same as if nothing was
promised them by the agent. The
company intends to make the-e four
suits tee cases in the matter, and
then if they win in them it is antici-
pated that a wbolesale. filing will be
Instituted, as it is understood many
people o fthis section of the country
were written policics. in the earns
manner.
The company sue, the above men-
tioned partiee for the amounts rebat-
ed them by Caldwell and other agents
XOSCURA MAY BE
SENT TO CHINA..
Tekio, Nov. 3—It is reported that
Baron Komirra, the foreign minister,
accompanied by H. W. Deninon, the
foreign adviser of the Japanese gov-
ernment, will go tp Pekin as speciid
envoy of Japan.
J. H. A. Brooke a prominent Phil-
ackiphia business man, was killed in
an toestomobile accident near Absecon,
N. J.
ticipation in street demonstrations
hoe a significance altogether different
from that ataehing thereto pceviousl
It can only encourage disorder a
the preseirce of the pupils of the mi
die and lower educational establish-
mients among them the demonstrates
is ranch to be condemned if only on
moral grounde. Unless the atten-
tion of sOciety be now directed to
this fact that the state is threatened
with dangerous increne its the num-
ber of people whose respect for au-
thority and order is being radically
shaken while they are OH' in the
5`Chool room. The government there
fore calls upon aft citizens to exer-
ciseetelhoontrol and to devete ,.ttione
Wiese quieet %belt esnotdIrstkr
'
CHADWICK GEMS
THEY WILL BE SHIPPED TO-
DAY FROM CLEVELAND,
OHIO, HERE.
Will Be on Exhibition Next Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday at
Bleich Jewelry Store.
M. John J. Bleich, the jeweler,
yesterday morning received a letter
from the wholesale house that owns
t
ette fine colarette formerly belonging
to nrs, Cassie Chadwick, she premier
of alleged swindlers of Oberlin,
Ohio. The wholesale house informed
the Paducah dealer that the colar-
ette would be expressed the latter
today and arrive here in time for ex-
hibition Monday, Tuesday and Wed-
nesday of next week in the show win-
dow of Me. Bleich's establisemnt on
Broadway near Third street.
There are saso diaervonds in the col-
arette and they originally cost $16,-
000 some years ago. As the value of
diamonds has doubled since Mrs.
Chadwick, purchased them, their
worth new yeeuni be about $35e0e
Mr. Bleich got the wholesale house
which bought the diamonds, to send
them here so he could exhibit same
in his window. For protection of
the precious stones addle in this city
Mr. Bleich has arranged with Chief
earnes Collins of the potice force, for
a patrchnan to stand constantly at
the window and guard the valuables
during the daytime. Of night time
they witi be put in the vault of some
bank in this city.
When Mrs. Chadwick's peculations
came to the surface, she had these
diamonds and other valuables in the
bank of Oberlin, which financial in-
stitution she wrecked in connection
with others. The bank confiscated
the diamonds and turned them over
to wholesale concerns to be disposed
of. A Cleveland firm got the collar-
ette and now lends it to its retail cus-
tidnvers over the country, for purpose
of exhibiting same to the carioue
world which is always anxious to-
see Mlle.
TUB CAUGHT
HE WAS FOUND- AT UNION
CITY, TENN., BY DETEC-
TIVE MOORE.
Is the Negro Who Shot Will Sheep,
Colored, Out About Ninth and
Jefferson.
Detective T. J. Moore returned yes-
terday from Union City, Tenn., where
he went and arrested Tub Shannon,
alias William Shannon, colored, who
is wanted here on the charge of
shooting Win Stiorp, colored He
was locked up and will be given a
trial this morning before Mgt San-
ders in the police court, if the wit-
nesses can be gotten together.
The shooting ()toweled April a6,
Noe about 7 o'clock one evening in
front of the Fels home on Jefferson
neer Ninth street. Shorp and Shan-
non had a failing out ramie months
before that, and the latter was going
to the bone of his colored sweetheart
thin lived to rear of a home of that
dioloity, when he met Shorp out on
the sidewalk. They had some words
and Shannon then pulled his gun and
shot the other, but Shorp was not in-
jured seriously.
Shannon skipped out and some
days ago was located at Union City
by Detective Moore who yesterday
morning went down and got him. He
stated that fie had been out in the
west and over at St. Louis ever since
the 'hooting occurred, and had gone
to Union Citiy to visit relatives when
intercepted.
GETS $3,5oce
Appellate Court Affirmed Judgment
in Mary Coley Case.
Yesterday the Appellate court af-
firmed the local circuit court's decis-
ion, wherein Mary Coley gets $3,500
damages from the Illinois Central rail
road for ditjuries she received during
August, isioa. when the picnic wagon
in wesielditkle and other, were return-
ing from the woods was struck by an
ermine at the 'Tennessee street rail-
road croseing. She was badly hurt
aod her sister killed. She got $3,500
*tinges iredhe circuit court, but the
road appe4sd and again lost in the
higher trillion. I-limerick, Miller &
Marble riliihsent the winning side,
and Charley, Wheeler the losing side.
The young' woman now resides in
Tyler, just outside Mechanicsburg.
SCHWAB'S CASE
REFEREEJ/WILL HOLD MEET-
ING OF CREDITORS NO-
VEMBER re.
Carter Dry Goods Company Objects
to Harris & Co. Being Discharged
In Bankruptcy.
sfkadge E. W. Bagby, referee in
bankruptcy, yesterday received from
Judge Walter Evans of the United
States district court at Louisville, the
papers in the bankruptcy petition
filed the first of this week by Moses
Schwab, the dry goods and notion
dealer of Broadway between Second
and Third streets. Judge Evans di-
rected the referee to have a nreeting
Nov. re of the creditors, for pur-
pose of the latter proving their
claims against Schwab, art also to
elect a trustee to look afteihtheir in-
terests.
The referee received from udge
Evans sonie exceptions that have
been filed by the Carter Dr d Goods
company, protesting against William
ruptcy.. The dry goods concern is
one o fehe creditors. The Harris coro-
pany includes L. C. and William Linn
of hfunray also.
In the Linn Brothers bankruptcy
matter, the referee issued an order,
directing the creditors to show with-
in ten dam where there *maid' riot
be confirmed the petition of the trus-
tee, asking that he be permitted to
sell the real estate of the Linn Broth--
ern
In the proceeding of Robert L.
Knight, Tmetee Arthur Y. Martin
filed, a petition with the referee ask-
ing for pc/mission to seN the gro-
cery stock and fixtures of Knight &
Given at Sixth and Trimble streets.
The trustee stated to had a bid of
Seoo for the outfit, and evidence be-
ing taken and this figure being es-
tablisbed as an equitable trice for
the goods and fixtures, the referee
authorised the trustee to make the
sale, which we. accordingly done,
and the effects bought by Harry Gar-
rett.
TIE DEAD
WITNESSES NOW BEING EX-
AMINED IN THE HODGE
CASE.
nola Mankin Wants New Hearing of
Suit Where She Tries to Break
Her Father's Will.
The big damage suit of Mrs. M. E.
Head against Cheat Hodge is still on
trial in the circuit court, and all of
yesterday the witnesses were being
examined swiftly and constantly, but
yet there are many to give int their
testimony. Colonel John. K. Hen-
drick, the main counsel for defendant,
said last night that he believed it
would be this afternoon before they
completed examining witnesses. At
that time the arguments will be start-
ed and prospects are the proceeding
will go over into next week, as it
cannot possibly- be finished today. If
there is any chance to finish it with
a night session, it is possible Judge
Reed may have one this evening so
as to let the outside witnessee, law-
yers and others get away for their
homes to spend Snotty.
There was lodged by plaintiff ,an
amended petition in the suit of Mary
E. Allison, executrix for H. C. Alli-
son, against the Fidelity Mutual Life
Insurance company, wherein plaintiff
sues for life insurance policy held by
her deceased husband in the defend-
ant company during life.
An amended petition was aleo filed
in the proceeding of Geo C. Hughes
against S. F. Temple.
The plaintiff filed a motion and
reasons for a new trial in the litiga-
tion where Lola Mankin tries to break
the will of her father, H. C. Allison,
and in which action eke lost at trial
several days ago.
The count set aside the order he
made heretofore, ordering that there
be tried the strit of Willie Temple
against Ben Ligon. On setting aside
the submission order, the court trans
leered, the proceeding to the equity
side of the docket.
FEVER FIGHT ABOUT OVER.
Now but Seventeen Cases Under
Treatment at Kew Orleans.
New Orbeaus,--Nqr. 3.—The fever
'situation here emetihiser it* rapid in -MR. PHI GRAHAM PASSED provoment, the cases under treatmentAWAY. YESTERDAY 4,1:
PISEUMONIA.
Mrs. Martha burns Expired of Gen-
eral Debdiee—thonserous Friends
at Piastre' of ler. Ooodrtum.
Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock
there died tt his home, in the Lone
Oak section of the county. M. Philip
Graham, after sninc since last Sat
tirday with pneumonia.
The deceased was sixty-six years of
age and had for years resided in that
portion of the country. He was a
prosperous farmer well known here in
the city, and his death will cause
much regret among many friends.
Besides his wife he is survived by
three son, and three dsughters.
The funeral services will be con-
ducted this afternoon at 3%! o'clock
at the New Liberty church( with in-
terrneryt following at the cliff-eh cem-
etery.
Died of Old Age.
Mt-i. Martha J. Burns died yester-
day afternoon at 2 o'clock at her res
idence, ito6 South Third street, after
a lingering illness with the infirmities
produced by old age.
The deceased was seventy-six years
of age and had made this city her
home he the past forty-five years.
She was a noble and eharitable.Chria-
tian woman whose friends were 'erg-
ion, and po will be sadly missed in
this comriuty.
She is suArived by three daughter,
Mrs. George Augustus, Mrs. Addie
Harkader and Mrs. Carrie Jones.
As yet the funeral arrangements
have 'not been completed, but wiN be
today.
Large Funeral.
The funeral of the late James Sam-
uel Goldman yesterday afternoon was
a very 'large One, numerous friends
paying theie last tribute of respect to
this popular and well known man.
The services were preached by Rev.
W. E. Cave, at the residence on Fifth
and Washington streets, and followed
with interment at -Oak rsrerve ceme-
tery.
Prince Linde of pattentrerg is cen-
ter of another day of festivities at Ae-
napolis, his.highnees reviewing parade
of cadets aid at night attending a
banquet given by Admiral Esans.
now being reduced to 17. With so
few cases remaining and virtually no
new cases appearing the probability
is. that there will be very few more
deaths before it is finally , declared
that the epidemic is over. The total
of deaths has not yet reached 450
from July until the Obese date,
With the ordering sway of more
of the federal conwnissioned officers
there are left here only the four men
who are assigned to the district head
quarters and those immediately con-
nected with Dr. White's department.
There promises to be a further con-
solidation of the ward work by the
end of the week. Not improbably the
details of health work will he trans-
ferred to the city board of health
next week.
SAFE-BLOWERS IN INDIANA.
Washington, Ind, Nov. 3.—Four
crasks men, probably the same men
that robbed the bank at Sanborn last
Wednesday night, visited the Odon
bank, fifteen mites east of Sanborn,
last night, and were only frustrated
in stowing $6,00o in cut, by the nitro
glyceen blowing twee the bottom of
the safe before the doors were forced
open. Jacob Illodge. aged 40 yearl,
earmeby the bank at the time the
cracksnien were at work and was
seized, bound 'hand and foot, gagged
and guarded by an armed man until
the robbers fled from the city
iittidoe says the men were not mask
ed, 'and that they were strangers to
hint.
TRAGEDY AT NEGRO DANCE.
Huntsrile, Ala., Nov. 3.—Five peo-
ple were shot and one killed at a ne-
gro dance at Chelaey. a negro village
three miles from Huntsville, last mid-
night Sam Ruffin, a drunken negro
precipitated a fight and opened fire on
the crowd with a 44-.caliber revolver.
A daughter of -Pelee Branch was kill-
ed instantly. Cliff Branch was shot
through the stomach, while two other
women and one man were probably
fatally shot.
Ruffin has escaped and officers are
in pursuit
Finance Committee.
The finance committee for the mu-
nicipal boards met yesterday after-
noon at the office of Auditor Alex
Kirkland in the city half, and checked
over the bale hekf against the munic-
ipality, and also the payrolls of the
city officials, which documents will
be prevented at next Monday's coun-
cil meeting.




Must Stand for Some Principle—
Grafting and Special Privileges
Disgrace to Any Party.
EXPLAINS WHAT IS
OFFICIAL GRAFTING.
Springfield, Ohio, Nov. 3.—While
the democratic campaign in Spring-
field was opened in an informal way
several weeks ago there has been no
particular demonstration until yester-
day, when Gov. Folk, of Missouri,
came to deliver an address.
He was geeetedi by a large and en-
thusiastic audience. Gov. Folk saidin part
"Under our form of government
political parties are necessary, for it
is iteteugh them that men come to
an agreement on public questions and
announce their principles end inten-
tions, 
time 'hest come when the peo-
ple will no longer respond to the
noise of mere party names., Parties
meet stand for something and mean
something. The question is now, not
what the democratic party did fifty
years ago, or what the republican
party did forty years ago, but what
they propose to do now. The way
to dkteneine this is not merely by
reading, the platforms, but by finding
out What the candidates stand for.
whether they are honest and conrag-
one and whether they are supported
or fought by the lawless element.
Taft's Example.
"Even now we are on the thresh-
odd of nobler ideals. An exiling* wan
recently set by the distinguished sec-
retary of war, a limn whom I *ebonite
personny, though we are of different
political faittle. Secretary Taft,
nun* neptddiens that he is, put the
IInd* weffase 
ipperanist when he de-
rioted in his recent speech at Akron
that if he voted at all in Cincinnati,
he would vote against the candidates
of the Cdx machine. He seam to
think the destruction of the venal in-
fluences of this machine is .of far
more importance than Mere local
parteebticeees. That was a brave ut-
terance by a brave man. If every
mare democrat and republican, in
Ohio and elsewhere were to be as
boyel to principle, the cause of good
govertwoent would be advanced.
Official Grafting.
"Official grafing is the outgrowth
of conditions. When the people are,
indifferent to their civic duties they
leave control to undesirable elements.
Especially has this be-en true of the
large rides, where the average citi-
zen in the past has forgotten that
American citizenship carries with it
responsibilities as wee as privileges.
and has supinely, permitted hindetf to
be governed by a boss. The people
are mprerive and can get just as good
government anywhere as they desire
to make it. As a rule in American
municipalities there is a boss, and by
that word I do not nvean leaders that
organizmions must have, but a boss
Who dictates nominations for office
end controls officials after they get in
(office for private cc venal ends. They
inevitably attempt to use the organ-
ization for business purposes.
"The word 'graft' is of such recent
origin that it is yet enckfined in the
dictionaries in the senve that it is now
generally used. It is either a special
privilege exercised. contrary to law or
one that the law itself may give. Spe-
cial privileges are grafts, and should
be hateful to every democrat."
MOVED TO UTAH.
Word from Mk Edward Leonard
and wife is that they have moved_
Irony Denver, Col., to Salt Lake City,
Utah, to locate, the former having
taken a position in the machine
9110Pa there for the Colorado and Rio
Grande teemed Mt. Leonard was
connected with the Illinois 'Central
%hope here until several months ago,
'when he went to Denver and there
merriett Miss Lute Mieore. the adopt.
erl daughter of Mr. Thomas Nance,
the insurance agent of here, the
young hay being out there for her
health, which greatly improve.
Threats are being made against
planters in Robertson county, Tenn,
who have sold their tobacco to the
regie contractors. •
OFFICER HELD
DEPUTY SHERIFF FINIS WEBB
WAIVED EXAMINATION
AT MAYFIELD.
'Calvert Lear Is Getting Well, as Is
Moses Albritton, the Latter Shot
at Pryorsburg.
Deputy) Sheriff Finis Wieleb, of
Graves county, has waived examina-
tion in the examining court at May-
field), and been held over to the cir-
cuit court grand jury in $300 bond
on the charge of shooting Calvert
Lear, the little 14-year-old boy sev-
eral weeks ago.
The lad is doing all right and wilt
recover from the wound inflicted, on
his body by the bullet from the dep-
uty's revolver. Lear is the boy who
slipped into the fair grounds outside
oil 'Mayfield to witness the attrac-
tions, and did not pay 'his gate ad-
mission., He was put out and Webb
got after him. The boy ran and the
deputy sheriff pulled his pistol and
erect, the bullet striking Lear and cre-
eating an aggravating wound that kept
the physicians in doubt for a while
as to the chances for recovery of the
boy.
Doing All Right.
Hoses Albritton of Pryoreburg,
Graves county, is doing all right and
wilt get well from the wounds inflict-
ed when Sam Bradley shot him two
'4weeks ago during a quarrel al srry-
orsburg. Bradley has been arrested,
but his enameling triarelloe, not come
off until Albritton is able to attend
same.
TO SIMPLIFY CANAL WORK.
Chairman Shonts Will Hereafter Deal
Directly With Secretary of War.
Washington, Nov. 2-The mem-
bers of the Isthmian canal commis-
sion., at a meeting at the residence of
Chairman Shontse decided upon im-
portant change-s in the administration
of the canal.
The office held by Col .Clarence
Edwards, chief of the administration,
was abolished, to take effect Nov. 16.
It was said at the offices o fthe com-
mission yestenlay that Col. Edwards,
before leaving for the isthmus with
Secretary Takf resigned; that his res-
ignation and the abolition of the of-
fice was to be announced from Pan-
ama by the secretary; that the work
of Col. Edwards in organizing the
office had been satisfactorily °ample,
ed and that his services were no long-
er necesaary.
Heretofore the administration of
the canal work has been largely com-
municated through Col Edwards and
his office to the seCeetary. Under the
new anraleseistent Chairman Shouts
will deal direcely with the secretary
and there will be no connection be-
tween the insular bureau of the war
depart-merit and the canal. While
nothing is announced as to the fu-
ture duty of Col. Edwards, it has
been rumored that be may be as-
signed to important dray in the Phib-
ippines if he does not continue as
chef of the insural bureau.
NOT A NEW CASE
AT NEW ORLEANS
But Two at PensacoLa--Fever Over
Long Before Days of Frost.
New Orleans, Nov. 3.-Report to
6 p. m. Wednesday: New cages, o;
total cases, 3,396; dearhs Wednesday,
2; total deaths, 448; cases under
treatment, 18; cases discharged, 2,-
930.
For the firO time since the fever
was announced titre on July 21, not a
single new case was reported yester-
day. There are only eighteen eases
under treatment. Up to date there
has been no frost nor any tempera-
ture approaching frost. The death
rate up to date la 13.01 per cent. The
two deaths which ocetored yesterday
were young men, both living down
town.
No further orders have been re-
ceived regarding the remaining ma-
lefic hospital officers, but it is expect-
ed that they will be ordered away
very soon.
It is reported that Dr. White will
be assigned to the local marine hos-
pital, but this is not peobable in view
of the statement of the president on
his recent visit here and the desire
of the govetnor to have him detailed
here- in an advisory capacity. It will
be some time before a definite ar-
rangement is made. Dr. White will
have to remain here at least a month
after the actual work of the campaign
is wound up, so that definite an-
nouncement is not expected for some
time.
Pensacola, Fla., Nov. 2.-The yel-
low fever situation showed improve-
ment hat night, and the physicians
are greatly encouraged. The sum-
mary: New cases, a; total casts, 54o;
deaths yesterday, none; total deaths,
78; discharged, 420; under treatment,
51•
The Colombia Box Factory, St.
Louis, valued et $175,000, was de-
stroyed by fire.
The Rev. J. C Molloy, of Mays-
viele, , hits accepted a call of a
Presbyterian church at Memphis,
Tenn.
----ROUND UP Sheriff-7s Tax Sale.
ENTIRE GANG OF WILLARD
BANK ROBBERS ARE CAP-
TURED.
All Are in Grayson Jail, One Wound-
ed Perhaps Fatally-six Were
Participants.
Grayson, Ky., Nov. 34-The entire
gang of Carter county ban& robbers
is now believed to have been rounded
up. The two who escaped from the
posse, when four of their, companions
were caught near WGIlard Tuesday,
were taken last night at Olive Hill
without a struggle by Marshal White
and Abner Johnson. .The men gave
their names as Charles and Steven
per, and one of them claimed to be a
travVling roan for a Cincinnati firm.
As soon as the four members of
the gang were captured Tuesday aft-
ernoon Sheriff Banks and his posse,
with their bloodhounds, took up the
trail of the two men who escaped and
followed' it closely. The fugitives
stopped at the home of Verna Boggs,
on Bruin creek, in Elliott county,
Tuesday night, claiming they were in
the mountains on business. They
left there early Wednesday morning,
and started toward Olive Hill, where
they were found last night by the
posse.
They have been brought to this
place and are in jail here with the
other prisoners, one of whom, C. N.
Smith, of Cincinnati, known as "Cote
per" Smith, is in a serious condition
from the results of the wounds re-
ceived in 'Tuesday afternoon's battk.
The other wounded man, J. W.
Wood, of Vincennes, wilt recover.
It is believed the gang is the same
which recently robbed the postoffice
at Carter, in this county, securing
$2,000. Warrants have been sworn
out charging all the men with bur-
glary, and they will appear before the
next session of the circuit court, as





It Is in the Shape of a Letter Found
- His Death by Sui-
cide.
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 3.-The fol-
lowing statement of T. Lee Clark,
c,ashier of the Enterprise National
bank of Alfegheity, Pa., written a few
hours before he committed suicide,
was made public last night: •
"Dearest wife and children-In ten
hours or less I will be in the other
world. You have been a clear, good
wife to me. Andrews has worked my
ruin. Dear wife, keep all the insur-
ance for yourself and babies. How
hard it is to leave you all. I love
made a desperate effort to keep
things going until I would get the
road financed, but it has been to slow.
examiner is here and I am ruined Do
forgive me, it is not my fault. I have
been shamefully robbed. The bank
will get everything but the life in-
vurance. Your husband. LEE."
Clark conunitted suicide Monday.
Oct. t8, and the above statement,
written in pencil on one of the batik's
letter heads, was found in the dead
man's home by his 14-year-old daugh-
ter and turned over to his aterney. It
was evidenly written at the bank the
night before the suicide, when Bank
Examiner Cunningham and Clark
worked until midnight on the book*
of the institution.
The bank was cbosed by the comp-
troller 04 the currency the aftern000te
following Clark's suicide on advice's
Irony Examiner Cunningham.
The above statement is not the one
alleged to be in possession of the
federal authorities, that one, friends
of the dead cashier saikl, was to the
government authorities, but its exist-
ence has been vigorously denied.
T. Lee Clark, the deceased cashier,
was treasurer of the Santa Fe Cen-
tral railway of which W. H. Atebrewe
was president. This road is in New
Mceico and is about 117 miles long,
running from Santa Fe to Torrance,
with a branch now projected to Al-
buquerque. The road connects at
Santa Fr with the Denver & Rio
Grande at Kennedy, at the Atchison
at Torrance with the El Paso and
Northeastern system.
The railway was capitalized at $2,-
soo,000 and is bonded to the extent
of $2,500,000. Of this $2.000,000 of
bonds have been issued while $500,-
000 have been kept in the treasury
for betterments.
Mire. Mary E. Motz, aged seventy,
wife of a prominent man of Danville,
0., was inatantly killed by a faleng
tree
Eleven San Francisco whaling ves-
sels have been caught in the Arctic
ocean and will be held there till mid-
sumtner.
The cruiser Columbia, bearing
Secretary Taft and his party, has
reached Colon.
I will on Monday, the 4th day of
December, 1905, (county court day)
at the McCracken county court house
door, sell to the highest bidder for
cash, the following described lots and
lands, or so much thereof as is neces-
sary to pay the state and county
taxes as•sessed for the year 1905.
Sale to begin between the, hours of
g and to a. m.
L. D. PCYITTER,




Augustus, W. E. est. of, I It
1406 S. 4th 
Ashoff, Phil, x It 714 S. 4th   14.61
Argust, Tom i It 1241 S. 6th  14.61
Anderson, Chas I it O'Bhien
add 
Alford, Jay i It is Woodward
Ave   4.28
Blandford, i It Willie et  16.32
Briant, John for wife, 3 It S.
7th-8th & Bolke-&b above
Hush 
Brie*, John 34 ac or R. D.
Ryky 
Bryant, Mrs. Belle, i It 630
Elizabeth 
Bulger, Jas fr wife i It 1708
Broad 
Burkhard, Ben i It gth &
'Bockman 
BoHana, C. R. I It lade bet
Jones & Norton..........
Bablowe, R._ P. i It 13th &
Jackson ........
Burrows, Hugh fr wife ee ac
nr N. Potter & it 1107,S
41h 
Burton, Rosetta 3 Its eleo Goe-
bel Ave-S. 4th-flays Ave
Bell, E. E. I It. S. 3rd bet
Husband and George 
Bartlett, W. W. i It Ash. Ave 
Burger Louis a It 413 Ekz 
'Barret, Mrs. Lizzie i It 9o4 S 
th 
Birchett, E. E. i It 1827 Bdge
st 
Bond, Mrs. A. E. I It 1341 S.
eieh st 
Burkholder, J H 1 It Nor. Add
Brandon, G. C. (N. R.) i14
9th & Bogionan, 
Budde, Franki It S. 12th it 
Broils, M. T. 3 Its. Norton. st
O'Brien Ad  6.13
Burkholder, J. J. 1 k Bdge st..
Bryant, 'Walter I It Jack st.
Brooks, Mrs. 2 Its O'Brien
Add 
Burks, S. W. 2 its OBrien
Add 
Carroil, A. B. i k 713-715 S.
3rd st 
Carroll, W. J. i k 1013-1015
Jones st. 
Carroll, Mrs. M. E. i It
%O'Brien Add 
Clark, M. N. i It Goebel Ave
Clark, J. W. s it 273 ChealtOtS
It. 
Clark, T. A. for wife t it z835
Bridge st 
Clark, Mrs. Jane a US 29!
Clements at. & Ash. Ave.
Coleman, C. A. i It 622 S. 4th
Crockett, Mrs. Mary i It 615
S. eth
Conk-y, Mrs. M. I- 1 It 615 S.
4711 se. 
Cunningham. Joe 1 It 1018 S.
4th 
Chapian, T. R. t It 1819
Bcidge st 
Cochran, Jerry E. I It 2000
Hays & Yeaser Ave 
Calloway, Jack 2 its Powell &
Clements sta
Curd, George E. i It George
bet 6th & 7th. 
Canner, Ernest i It 430 Ash-
craft Ave. 
Carthey, Clark 1 k Clem. et
Cumber.. W, A. 8o aches 
Davis, B. L. t It 1117 9. 4th st
Davis, Mrs. R. 1'. zee Its taco
S. 9th st. 
De Loach, Ed z It Jones nr
...... • ....
Doyle, Mrs. M. T. t It 817
Tenn. et. 
Dean, Rackel& Ann I ac
Chamblin & Murray Add 
Dyson, A. C. 1 It 237 Clem st.
Deavers, Ben. 0. 1 14 422 Kin-
cad Ave. 
Drennon, Mrs Mary 1 It Eula
St. 
Dicke, J. A. z It Wheeler Ave
Dupree, Chas. I It Kinoad Ave
Duiguid, Mary, t k Clem. st.
Ely, Elizabeth & Tom 4 Its.
Clem. st. 
Ellis, Mrs. Martha 1 It 1630
Broad 
Enelert, Tom, I It or, S. Itth
et 
Eggleston, Sue 7 k 4th & Geo.
St. 
Elliott, A. F. I It. Clone st 
Eaves, Isaac i It 702 S. tith
Echerigton, Ida i It Ben. Road
English. Pat. I It Little Add.
Elder, Tom I It Goebel Ave
Flowers., Wes i It 4th & Nor.
Frizzell, J. I. i It t816 Bridge
Fuller, E. 2 its 3rd & Morton
Farris, Joe I It 9th ar Bock 
Flynn, Robt. I lot Clem. it
Fraiky, J. F. a It Hays Ave.
Field., John 12 Its bet 4th &
Sont11 
Finnan, John z It 6th & Broad.
Futrell, J. P It O'Brien Add
Fagan., Ed. 0 ut Woodward
Ave 
Green, Mrs. T. B. 1 It 132,
Farley et. 
Green, J. M. T It O'Brien Add.
Gleason, Ed itt 231 Short at.
Granger, H. G. I it 1233 S.
6th at.  3I.15
Galvin, Moe x It toe S.
6th st. 
Gibson, W. W. i It 708 Goebel
Ave. 
Gregory, Caiss i It Tenn. St 
George, J. E. (N. R.) I It 
Hays Ave..... .....
Garton, It L t It Little Add.
Gaynor, Margaret i It Clem.
St. 
Gooden, Willie i It Rushing
et.
Gilbert, Mrs. Emma a It
Cleveland Ave 
Grubbs, Elliott 0. 2 It O'Brien
Add. 
Hughes, Geo. i It 9-Haste &
Bockman 
Houser, L. F. i It too8 Tenn
Herring, Mrs. Mollie, 4 its
Clem. staw Coal Tipple...
8.89 Hines, Buds It 16th & Tenn.
Hendon, Fred 2 Its 713 Goebel
Ave. ............ 12.21
Hessig, Dr. H. T. 9 Its loth &
5.65 Court, 9th & Jones, 8th &
Jackson 91.78
Hostetter, Mrs. Mary I It 175
Woodward, Ave   3.65
Husbands, Wm. i It 534 Eliza-
beamtbheestH. 
 9.10
H. It 614 Nor.15'78 H 
st. ...... ........ 13.23
10.48 Hixon, W. T. est. 3 Its Little
Add 10.27
4-75 Hamilton, W. B. a It 433 Geo.
 7.72
7.03 Humphrey, John I It S. 9th
bet Hassle & Bockman  5.64
5-35 Hutchison, V. A. I It.6a3 S.
loth 10.48
11.85 Hogan, Mr. J. i It Itth above
Jones 8.89
11.85 Houseman, W. C. i k O'Brien
Add, 4.69
Hayman, C. C. 1 Its W Jack-
16.68 son et.   4.69
Haybakee, J. H. a It 11th &
17.02 Norton st.  4.75
H ualseyrre,tt atF.L. & L. D. I k 3t364.57 j
7.72 Jones, Leslie 3 Its 1012 Bridge
8.4t -and nr T. A. Jones. 
Jones,
t It 1207 S 7thCa spe rfor
Martha C.
7.5e ..
Johnson, F. & Co. (Improved
5.65 on) 1 14th Sr Tenn. 
6.82 Joiner, Mrs. Mt E. gIt f 6.t3o
McKinley et. 
5-44 Johnson, L. W. 6 It Hush st... 15 78
4.07 JetiAkelins, J.„  .11. .. Thurman.....
10.27 Johnsen, H. J. t It Tully Add. 2.69
Jones, Lee Annie 1 it Rushing
st
4-76 Janes, L. P. i It O'Bhien Add 2.69
6.13 Keebler, Mrs. Nancy i It Asti-
, brook Ave  3.38
420 Kolb, J. T. t It Musband's &
Jarrett Add 
4-20 Lee, C. C. 4 Its S. 7th, 13th
Monroe & Goebel Ave...  
17-72 Leonard, Mew. 0. A. 1 It 1411
S. 3rd & 2nd & Tenn. 
11.17 Leigh, Jas. W. a It 719 S. tab
St.  14-61
4-07 Lendley, G. ill 1615 S. 4th I3•41
9.10 Loftin, Jae 1 It 231 Clem. St.. 11.17
Lax, Robert t It Cleat. et 
10.48 Lowe, Sam D. (N. R.) a It
asso S. 6$s it. 
6.34 Levy, Mrs. Menlo' t It 13-1.
Jaekson st. 
5.10 Levy, Mrs. Matilda z it egad
9.10 Jameson et. 
Lewis, Henry i It 5th & Hutt.
22-67 Langston, J. Y. t it M'cteb'g
AddLarne, H. A. 1 It Little
9 to
Little. Jae t It Sosveth Add 
10.27 
McMahan, Robt 1 It 1622 S. 
6
 t 1.86
MCleInenry, Mrs E. A. It 1218.00 T 0
 7.5e
McIntyre, Robt 1 It 17th 8/
5 44 Jones   7.03
McClure, R. F. t It 217 Jarrett
5.79 at. 
McClure, H. t It 912 S. lob at
6.34 McNeal, Tour 1 It Metzgers
Add  3.24
6.34 el c K inuey, Chas 1 It Wood-
7.90 ward Ave.  3.38
11.64 McGoodwin, Chas & Co. t It
12.41 8th & Newton  3-38
Mattison, Mre. Luella 3 its 7th
8.89 & Husband,  37.93
Mitchell, Mrs. Carrie 2 It, 7o8
7.0.1 -710 S. 13th St.  13.02
Mix, Harry It 4th & Josue
6.13 iti.   13.05
JOle V. (N. R.) 1 It S.
4-75 6th bet Geo. & Eliz.  15.79
7.03 'Malls, Mary S. t it 1033 S 3rd
St 
6.34 Matlock, F. M. i it 10th dr
Hush. 
5.72 Mills, Mary D. it 1303 S.
8.20 8tb st 
4-07 sfike, Mike t It loco S. loth st
5.17 Myrtt t It 712 S. Itth st 
Mason, h
st. 
E. S. It 1510o S.
10.27 
Matheney, W. R. & Wife, z It
7.50 422 Aelibrook Ave 
Moore, John 1 Its 309 Hays
8.10 & 328 Aehbrook Ave 
'Morgan, Coe (N. R.) 2 its
Husbleands 
Meyers, Chas. i It Churchill
Add 
Milk, Geo. 1 It 9th & Bock 
Mille & Coppage (N. R.) i It
S. loth & Bockman 














Meier, Geo. A. z It Thurman
Add. 
hfancaie, Lewir
Miller, T. G. t It Goeble Ave.
Mullen, Joe i It Guthrie Ave
15.78 Manley, W. H. Telly Add ..
5.25 Moore, A. M. 1 It O'Brien
3,10 Add ....,.... ....... 2.69
Neighbors, Mrs. Geo. t It 820
3•38 'S. 7th it.  6.13
Nabb, 1. W. 1 It Guthrie Ave.
6.13 Nolan, W J t It O'Brien Add
6.34 Ort man, Ohas, I It tee!) & CL


























Out of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy
namely
booklet
If your plumbing is out
of date, the members of your
hou..ehoid are constantly rioking their
health. Defective plumbing generates
germ-bearing sewer gases which pollute
the atmosphere and cannot help bt be
breathed by the occupants.
Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary fixtures made,
°Stitedlard. Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated





Do you want a first class Job by an
expert 'workman? If you do take
it to
224 Broadway,





Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 52 Broadway.
THE GLOBE MK & TRUST CO
Of Padunith, Koala*,




















ED P. NOBLE, PRIM G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts an regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in bre
proof vault for rent at $3 to Sic, per year., to wise. Yea carry your owe
hay and no ons but yourself has access.
Per Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS I1S WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET BIZ TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works,
SOLE AGENT, aloe TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine,modern hotel is now zpen under a: new
management5 for guests at. the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best. accommodations st).easonable rates





Superior Facilities for Office
llandling Freight, Vtachinery 2nd;and Monroe










P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram I,. Well de CO
FIRE INWRANCE




369. - - Re.sidessee Phone 73i






















Perry, F. W 



























































































































































(Continued from Page a.)
Fetter, L,. J. 3 Its 2005 Broad
-5th & aiz. & fin.96
Price, Ben H. a It t113 S. 4th. 10.48
Price Ben H. Adm. for Bryant
eat I It 1290 S. 8th  7.51
Porter, C. R. 2 Its Little Add 9.79
.Prue. Mrs. W. C. t It 613
glAI st 
 8.89
nan, J. L I It 7th & Jones
it.  10.48
Powell, E. G. t It Willie it 4.07
Pope Wm. a It Thurman Add 4.07
Pryor., W. L. (N. R.) a It 4th
ter Husband 
Pierson, Eld a It Weh'b'g  
4.07
Paducoh Textile Co. I It
Yoe* Ave 43.34
Pitman. Mrs. Belle I It ono
Jones st.  
6.13
Perry, F. W. a It 1628 Tenn at 8.9
0
kice, S. J. a It O'Brien Add  
3.24
Phillips, Dr. T. L. (N: R.) 2
Its. CYBrien Add  4.20
•Quarlev, W. H. a It Clean  
8.41
'Quarles, J. M. (N. R.) 32 ac
or Old Fair Ground')
%rade% J.151. (N. R.) for 1904
32 at tir Old Fair 
Grounds. 46.78
Quinn, Hosea a It 6th & Nor. 4.75
Quinn, Hosea for 1904 a It 6th
& Norton  
6.98
6E ..88e...rs...1d3
Rudolph, Celand a it Little
Add  
6.25
Rommage, Jas elk 1 It 1013 S 
3rd st 11.65
Radford, Geo. A. i It 524 Hays
Ave  7.45
Russell, Alex i It 1628 Jones st 8.35
Richardson, Geo. a It. 1013 S.
9th it. 9.10
Rose, Jas & wife I It 9th &
iilocketiott  6.35
Roark, Wm. 1 It O'Brien Add. 5.32
Riglesberger, J. W Adm. for
est s its S. 3rd it.  212.93
Reoledge, Wm a It Thurman
Add  3.38
Rickman, W. C. Jr. I It Bridge
it. 3.93
St. John, Wm. t It 1330
iGultrie Ave  7.72
Schroeder, Mary C. a It 163!
Goebel Ave.  8 83
"Smith, Jag L. a It Willie it  6.35
"Sullivan, E. Z. 1 It 817 May-
field Road   10.48
Schofield, A. V. t It tith & 0. 15.99
Saddeth, W. J. 111 625 S. 9th io.48
Sheehan, jobn 6o ac nr
I Street 44 Its Yeiser Ave.-
road it.  29-77
,Payer. Johanna t It Sowell
• Add  6.g6
'Shores, John L I It 5th &
• Ohio et. 5.6s
'Schulte, Ga. W. t It Worton
8. S. Ad4  •
..isoaK4
Shemwell, L. B. a It Clem. at 9.10
"Snyder, Heirs a It Meyers it
Scott, Frank, A. for wile 65 ac
at barreil sth Dist  12.53
Scott, Mrs. Mary i It 926 Nor-
ton st. . . to. 27
Season* M'rl Co. 630 St on
Myers it.  10-71
Stallings, J. W. t it Sowell
Add  3.36
Smith, Thorne* 1 It Clem. it 4.07
Sutherland, Robert t It 823
4 Mayfield Road  7-51
Story, Rufus i It Bridge at  6.13
Starrett, J. W. a It Hays Ave
Streader, Ida M. i It 4th & 0 
Shaw, Catherine t It Jones bet
7th & 8th  6.41
Smith, W. R. 2 Its O'Brien
Add 4.31
Smith. E. C. I It 618 S. 6b  8.83
Smith, C. W. i It S. 3rd at  3.38
Spore, J. M. i It Gikon Add 3.10
Sayer., Kate t It Chian Add. 4.20
Stegall & Potts a it Rosh. at. 4.62
Smith. E. B. a It Thur'n Add.. 310
Si*, Fred a It O'Brien Add  2.69
Troutrnanoj. E. 1 It 1335 S 
8th se 
-.Thomason, J. R. t It Tenn. at
TOstutrivati, Dr. J. S. for Mattio
Walker eat, a It Broad bet
stit & 6th ........
ocher. J. D. t It 625•14 Ave. 6.35
sort, John Q t It 707
Jones st.  10.49
Traisor Chas t It 1213 S. 6th 10.48
Thomas. J. H. (N. R.) r It
1235 S. 316 St.  15•78
Trice, Robt. 1 It 4th above
Norton 
'Thompson, Chas t It Clem. it 
Turner, F. M. It S. 8th 
'Taylor, Caroline B. t It Thur-
man Add.  3.37
Thorny on, Nellie t It Guthrie
Ave ...... ......
LITT:lough, Geo. for Wife 2 Its
7th bet Tenn. & Jones & 9t6
S. Tith 
Upton T. L. alt 8th & Norton 12-54
ottt. Mr*. Mary i It 1217 S.
orh 











Walker, Frank It 44t Hays
Ave. 
Walicer, J. S. a It 2116 Yeiser
Ave. 
J W. for wife a It
826 S. 4th 
Mrs. Ida 3 Its 211-15-
to Short ........ . 18.54
tyfrilson, M. G. by R. G. ii-
nn t It 263 Clem .16.41
White, Mrs.. Sophia a It




a It Jones bet
a It t295 Bock-
15.72 4
4.07
Whitmer, S. D. i it 1232 13th
& Jackson  9.10
Withers, J. P. a it 323 Jarrett
.st.   5.65
Wade, Finley a It Etsla st  3.to
Wade, J. M. t It Eula st  6.35
Wiliam, John H. t It Metz-
gen Add  8. ig
Wallace, Owen i It 1116 Jack-
eon at   6.13
Wilcox, Clint (N. R.) t It
Monroe at  4.75
Williams. Thos. (N. R.) a It
Clements at  4.75
Williams, W. W. (N. R.) i It
Wickman st. 
Wallace, B. C. I It Husb ,
Wilkins, T. B. i It Sowell Add
Williams, Walter t It S. 4th it
Weirdoes, Amanda a It Cham-
blin Add 
Watson, Mrs. Mary a It Clem 
st.  8.83
Wilson E. a It CIBrien Add  2.69
Wifson, Mrs. Annieitt Yeiser
......
Yopp, M. C. a Its O'Brien Add
Yarbro, Miro M. A. I It 1931
Broad  22.67
Yarbrah, Henry a It Ashichaft
Ave    5.65
Yates, W. H. a It 1012 Jones
it 
Yates, Lizzie a It Elia. st 
Second District.
Anderron, I. 0. 1 It 407 S. 4th 27.49
Agnew, Lucille u It Cotsdt St 12.02
Arnold. J. W. 3 Its O'Brien
Add  5.13
Baker, Blake 1 it S. 9th bet
Clark & Adams 
Brenner, Mrs. Mattie 2 Its S.
4t-17 bet Clark & Adams 
ilgonson, Heins 5 It 10 & Clark
9& Xentuncky Ave 
Barnes, D. W. t It 426 S. 9th
at.
Brazzleton, Mrs. Mary ! It S.
tth it  8.89
Bottom, Jas. 7. It Sputb Side 6.13
Brow; Daisy a It allth &
Adana 6.41
Cartwright, F. E. 3 It Adelie-
1039-4t Court& HteteisCio  39.51
Cunningham, J. C. 2 Its 13th &
Clark  6.1'3
Champion, J. W. 1 It Block 46 6.13
Duncan, L B. 2 It go6 Bron-
son Ave. & Rtown  11.79
Dixon, Creo. W. t It 21st & ,
Adams  6.41
Ellis, Mies Cora i It 1313
Jackson it. 
Evetto Tom J. ti It Mill it 
Fisher, 0. W. 2 It S. stit &
lath bet Finley & Burnett.
Finley, Tom a It nth &
Clark 
Gregory, Elbert i It 2ist bet
Clark & Adams 
Gallagher, Mike 4 Its 6th Huth
-2nd & Clark-Trim. &
S. srd 
Gallawher & Lane t It 9th &
Trimble 
Greenhalgh, W. E. for wife a
It loth & Bronson Ave 
Gilbert. Mn. Elizabeth t It 520
S. 6th 
Griffin, Ed a It
Grief, John for wife t It 6th &
Jackson 
Grief, Mrs. M. A. 314 ac or
John Arts 
Henson, Edfor wile 1 Its 13th
bet Burnett & Flournoy . . 9.10
Hedges, J W. t It S. 6th it
526 
Haybeck, Temple a it, hichbg
12.33
4.75
Jones, T M. Heirs 1 It 9th &
Jackson 
Johmoa, C. S. I It 412 Clark 
Johnson, M. W. 1 It 414 Clark
Lyle. Ed B. 2 Its Court bet
and & 3e4-Bway bet 25-26.
McKinney, Mrs. Annie t It
Court it.. 
McAnany, Henry I It Wort
Add 
M. Clain t It S. gth.... 
Miller, Mat IS ac tar John Arts
iforaliti, Mirs. Mary E. 3 Its
Court-S. 6th-S. 7th 
Miller, Mrs. Alice t It W End
Meyers, Geo. t It Adams bet
ant, & 3rd. 
7 51 Mahaffy, Chas t it 8th nr
Washington 
Martin, P. M. 4 It, 'Thurman
S. S. Add 
Newton, C. H. I It 13th&
Jackson 
Orm, L. G. a It 5th bet Court
& Washington 
7.51 Owen, Jesse t It atirt.& 
Adams
6.13 I'lunket, Mks. W. B. t It
3.65 Plunkett Hill 
Purdue, A. D. (N. R.) 1 It S 
6th at. 
Petter, H. A. & L. J. i It S.
4.75 4th !It 
Richardson, E. B. t it 320
S. 3rd et
a8.a6 Robertson, T. W. t It S. 3rd 
at
Ralph, W. C. a It olth & Jack
Suptherland, M. t It to &
6.13 Clark ...... ......
7-72 Spence. Sarah 14 Its nr 
R. R 
Stanley 
8.19 Stockman, R. J. (N. R.) t% ac
tlIT T. J Jones 
3.39 Singleton, Mims Lizzie 2 
Its
22.73 Adams & Madison & 8t
h..
Stanley, M. M. a Its 525 S 19th










Teel, R. E. t It oth bet Clark
& Adams 
Thornberry, C. 0. 1 It Monroe
bet 16tit & t7th. ......
Van Colin, J. L. 5 ks Rtown
Walters W. B. ilOr J. IT. Burk-
holder !to at sr S. A.
Harkey ............ x7.90















Woremant W. U 1 It 12th bet
Jackson: &
















We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
6.13 1,1
13.62
Being bAyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-











Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
E. Itehkopt Saddlery Co.,






b, M. t It Fountain Ave
11 • 86 & Morwoe 
Snyder, Geo. t It B-way bet
8.89 loth at T'1th.... ....  13.02
Simpson, Margaret 2 Its W. E.
6.13 Schrader, Margaret 1 It B. 9
Stewart, Dr. D. T. 2 Its Mon.-
28.05 roe bet 16th & 17th 
Smith, Gussie a. It O'Brien
Add 
91.09 Terrt01: 3,11 t John B  a It Washing-
43.55 Thomas, T. L. 1 It W. End
Warren, Char for children 2
62  7.86 8-way-229c1 & 23rd 
 15-78
Green. W S. 5 Its Hays Ave.. 5.31 Whitesides, Dr. C. E. 3 he
Grouse & Fisher t It S. 4th st. 3.38 Jones &S. loth 
 20.46
Grouse, Adolph t It S. 4th.. 2.69 Woolfold, Mrs. A. 0, 3 
Its
Harrington, E. L. a It 1036 Bw2y-3rd st 8
9.81
 22.89 Walton. 1- M. 6 It, N. rh-
. 
10.27 M
8.28 Hol7i.... P. i it B'way bet Jeff-1..teber
nsan Add 
13 & 12tb   38.04 Woolfolk, Mies Behtie 4 
Its 
33•35
17.92 Herch, Mrs. J. H. (N. R.) tit B-way-Cl
ay-I rth st.. . .. 58.70
too8 Jefferson  18.54 Walters, Hal a It Jeff st...
. 24.26
15•22 Hay st H D. t It W B'way  13.24 Wagoner, Wm
, 314 ac N. 6th
Hook, Mrs. Bell 11414 ac nr it 
 1 1 .85
7.72 Jim Potter    ... 24•73 Wittemore, Edgar 10814 ac or
Hart, Mary F. 1 It Wash- 'f. W. Allen  ;30.36
ington Ave  10• 27 Whittemore. Edgar for Tom
53.29 Hawkins, T. A. a It B'way bet Lewis t It Plunkett Hill..
.. 4.07
21st & mad  13.02 Whitfield, W. G. t It N. midiI 7.51
32.32 Homer, B. H. a It West End 3.10 White, W. M t It W. Etat.... 8.8
9
Johnston & Owen 2 Its B'way Wilson, Geo. L. a It City.... 2.90
9.58 bet 3rd & 4th & 3rd & B'way 194. Fourth District
Jennings, H. W. t It Motwoe Armstrong, D. y. I It 1130
13.02 bet 16th & t7th.  9.16 Thimble 14-61
7•72 Jennings, C E. for D. • W Allison, J. A. t It 8.83
Fooks 2 Its Mwood Terrace 3.10 Big Ten Imp. Co. t It Trimble
27.02 Jones, 0. B. a It 8th & Jones 7.5 at. bet 15th & 16th.  5•99
Jennings, H. E. alt Harrison Brayant, Frank 1 It 1718 Har. 13.92
29.56 bet oth & tad?  7.5 Bradley, M. H. a% Its N. 9th 10.48
Jones, Brent a It O'Brien Add 2-69 Berry, E. W. for children ohs
Kennedy Erne* t It W End 3.10 8th dr Caldwell 
 22.88
See, F. a It West End  2.8 Brown, Frank 2 Its 1242 Trim.
14.61 Lewis, Thos. E. t It W Sway 4. Breedets. G. G. (B. B.) t It
5•31 Lemon, Sid t It it 8th st 
2 3 N  
13th 7.64
Leman, Powder Co. t It 15th Bagby, J. S. a It 1722 Har 
13•84 & Court  4•75 Brantley, Gelben 2 Its 110-12
17.57 Langston, J. S. a It Willie it. 3.38 MadEson .... ........ .... 15•90
17.57 Lieber, Henry I It S. 5th tw Bass, Wm a Id Fountain Park 3.38
Hospital  4-75 Bryant, J. (N It) t It N. loth 5.46
39•42 McFadden, Mrs. Zilpah a It Betterson, Jas. a It Ca
mp. at.
Jeff bet 6th & 7th & B'way 15343 Brown Margaret 1 It NI. 8th
7.51 McIntyre, DD. C. I It i3th & Brown, Emma 1 It Harri
son
Burnett  5•32 bet loth & ttth  8.83
4 20 McAdams, Geo. 1 It Afton Bryant, W. T. a It 6th & 
3-83 Yeiser 12.89 Heights 
2.69
9.10 McGee t It West End  3.38 Bower, M. E. t It 12th st. 7.96
McCune, Bob 1 It Madison bet Ramo, Mary E. t It jack. st. 5.31
30.94 17th & I8th  1%10 Bowden, Kitty a It Madiso
n
15.78 Moss, T. E. 4 ac Holt  
40.1 i6th & 17th 
Moss, T. E.-Lyle 5 ac nr Corbett, Mrs. R. H. a It 62t
54 N. 6th 5.44 Thompson Mill 
21.29
Maxwell, Mrs. L. W. I It Callahan, Con heirs 2 Its Trim 13.02
16.82 B'way bet 7th & 8th 
Murrell & Puckett 1 It N. 6th
43.35 Collier, Dora, A. 2 Its Har-
rison bet 7th & 8111  8.83
4.18 bet Boyd & Finley  4.07 Collier, Tom (N. R.1 2 Its
MitcheM, Robt. I It 1225 Jeff  22. Harrison 7th & 8th 
8.83 Nelson, Mrs. Kate a It Medi- Coleman. A J. for wife t
 It
son bet a6th h 17th  4.48 tith & Monroe  31.
15
17.57 Nairbeint & Bloom. Trus
tees Cheek, P. F,. for wife 1 It
6.13 Improvements S. 7th bet 1223 Clay  14.0061
B'way & Ky Ave  26.80 Conroy, J. T. a It Powell Add 
6
4.75 Parham, W H 2 It. 9th & Clark Harwood, 2 Its W. Hat-
Norton & Toth & Norton.. 5 rigor; 
10•26 Phillips, Redo. for Alden Knit- Cox, L. A. a It Block 56
tine Mills th S. 8th & Nor. 174.25 Chatidet, Joe Mrs'. (N. R.) a It
10•82 Prins, Geo M t It aorh Jack. 4.97 N 13th ot 
 6.13
Pa erlym , L. P. 2 Its O'Brien Carnes, J. R. I It 4th & Mad 8.2
o
25.64 Add
5.3 Downs, J. S. for wife 5 Its
12.33 Phillips, G. T. a It It O'Brien Trint -8th & Clark  
32.53
9.71 Add  
, 2. 
Rudy, Mb-s. Carrie t It. 17th 
DtNiper:e2troc, Julian 2 Its 1153h
 10•48
8•g9 het Jeff. & Monroe.  36.45 Draffin, R. E. a It Thim. 1
6th 
Rock, John (N. R.) t It 224 Duflot, FA T It 1445 N. 12th  9.i
i
3.20 S. 6th  
36.45 
Davis, Mks. Emma t It S. 8th
Rose, Mrs. M. L I It 1332 a it.  
3.65
2.27 :Monroe  2°.27 Dora, Rich t It 13th & Mad. 8.83
Rose, H. A. 2 Its Elizabeth at ,31.15 Eaker, Lee t It. 9th & Har. 1
4.61
29.56 Roper, Albert t it A. Heights 3. Ezell, Jas. t It 415 N. 5th...• • 30•15
9.10 Rush, Geo. 1 11 Fountain Park 4.75 Ewell, Claude (N. R.) I It 313
Rogers. W. W. T It Ky Ave  4•48' N. 6th  3
3.01




Echols, T. H. & Oliver t It.. 6.41
32.88 Smith, J. T.' a It B'way 12th Farrar a It W. Jeff , 4.75
& 13th  29.56 Floirrnay, G. A. 7 Its W. Eend
5.86 Sanders, L. D. 13 Its S. 10th- Afton Heights 
11.65 S. 4th-Wash.---.Leake Ave 94.27 Frater, Mrs. D. A'. t It Tim et
Sanders, W. C. So ac nr T. E.
Mcese .... .... .... ........ 72.49 GarveY° 
Mrs.
N.6' India I it 925 8.83
Sanders, W. D. t It Fountain
Ave  
Grouse, FA 1 It 1637 Clay....
4.97 Greer. J. K. Anr wife 4 Its F.
14.61 Sandier., L. D. & D. A. a It Ave-rath 
O'Brien AM....
too Ky. Ave 8.89 Holland, Sam
 a It 835 N. 7th 9.93
5.38 14th Monroe 
 
T r. 3os Hasibll,tijr.gW... a Its tom Trim. At6.t3 SanderQ, Mrs. Kate I) r It
Third District. I
Adams, Chas a It 9th bet.
B'way & Court 
Boone, E. G. for S. L. Wood-
ward g Its sth & Clark & S.
4th in Ravine....
Boone, E. G. for Mrs. A. E.
John000 a It 4th & Clark 
Baird, Miss C. A. I It Faxon
Add 
Baker, J. E. & wife i It 2012
Jeff. st. 
Burnett, Mrs. M. L It B'way
bet 13th & 14th 
Brown, G. H. for
1736 Jefferson 
Brackett, Joe (N 
Chan:hoes  
Bryant, J. W. 3
Ave 
Bennett, C. S. t
Babette, Jos C.
B'way
Barnett, W. W. a It B'way bet
bet 16th & 17dr..... ......
Basket*, T. C. i t 2315 
B'wayCobb, Mrs. M. S. 1 It 616
B'way 
Coteatve, C. W. a It W 
B'wayClark, Bransfccd for wife Ott
2oth & Jefferson
Cooper, W. Y. 5 it Bloch ..36
Con, W. E. It Block 36....
Clark, Pat. E. (N. R.) t It
Clay bet 13th &
Cartwngt, J. S. i It Fountain
Park •
Deboe, R. E. t It 404 S. 8th
Duiguid, G. C. for wife I It
23rd & B'way 
Dicke, J. W. a It CYBrien Add
Engler:, W. J. a It 726-728
Goebel Ave. 
Evans, H. H. i It Jeff bet 17th
& T8th 
Fields, B. D. & S. H. Taylor
12 Its S. 3rd or Bro..ad....
Grief, Mrs. Gertta for heirs a
It t2th bet Jeff & Monroe 
Grief, L. A. M. 4Its S. 3rd-S 
4th-N 12th
Gilson, Ed 3 Its 9th & B'way
6th & Jeff-6th bet Jeff &
Monroe 
Gardner, & J. (N. R.) I It and
bet B'way & Court 
Goodman, W. A. 12 Its Block
G. B. t It taicki
78.69
Hoyer, Fred 2 It's 903-906
N 6th.
Royer, Fred for wife i It 1018
Trim. 
Harrison, Caleb 55 ac Gra-
hamville 3 Its Hamp. Ave 
Hudson, Mrs. heirs a It 1119
'Mom oe-
Hill, Mary E. I It Trim. it 
Hunt, M. E. ir It Mad. 
Hill, Ed B. a It Clay 
Holbrooic, M. B. a It Harrison
Halton, J. M. a It Benton R 
James, Leonard a It 416 N. 4th
Johnson, W. F. a It Rtown.
James, W. K. t It Salem Ave.
Jorden, Emily or Gorden I It
Harrison at. 
Karnes, Wm. s Its N. 7th 
Kileoyne, Mrs. Fannie a It
Trimble it. 
Kelly, Mrs. H. B. a It Maple-
wood Terrace 
Lock, C. W. t It Harrison it.
Loftin, L. B. t it 123 else....
Loftin, L. B. & Cora
Cheek t It 1537 Clay 
Loving & O'Brien 13 ac nr
Union Depot 
Lovelace, Frank for wife a It
920 Trimble 
Lukins, H. K. 2 Its 1717 Mad
Leigh, C. Q. C. 2 Its 4th &
Court & Monroe 
Leigh, C. Q. C. a Its Monroe-
and bet R-way & Court  
McWilliame, Mrs. John 1 It
Harrison bet it & lath 
McCreary, J. F. a Its Foam-
..tain Ave 
Moore, Mrs. Lizzie 1 It 1141
N. 12th 
N. t2th
Martin, J. R. (N. 11) 4 Its N.
aorta Harrison & Floornoy
Markey, J. B. for wife I It 1340
N. 13th 
Milburn, J. D. t It 432 N. 17th
Magma, 3. W. 5 Its Thins.-
Borneo sts. Sakm Ave 
Miooney, W. A. a It 314 N 12th
Meisham, Mrs. Kate i It loth
& Trimble 
Markey, John i It ,Mhdison
bet 17th & 18th. 
Millington, S. C. (N. R.) 2 Its
Clay 
Miller, J. J. (NI R.) t hCairo R
Mallard, FA i It 8th At 
Mitchell, W. I It 5th bet
& Jones 
Mercer. T. E. t It 6th & Bur 
Pell, Mrs. Anna a It 4th &
Madison 
Potter Jessie t It Clay-
16th & 17th 
Porteour, Wm a Its Trim. st 
Portonr, Wm for Emma Por-
teour a It, Trim. st. 
Portour, Wm. for J. D. Por-
teous I It Trim. st. 
Pierre, E. R. a It 1426 Trim.
Pierce, Ed for wife t It Camp-
bell st. 
Padgett, Barney 2 Its O'Brien
Add 
Poole, Arch (N. R.) aso Sc nr
Frank Poe 
Poolerag.dst
Reed. Jeff for wife a It roth
& Clay 
Roberts, N F. I It 1720 Harris 
Reed, Mrs. Mi A. 2 Its Hamp-
ton Ave 
Robertson, Minnie (N. R.) 15
ac nr Geo. Ratcliffe 
Roark. L F. for wife r It Clay
bet 74th & 15th 
Roettenger, A. 16 Its Block 34
Rouse, Mrs. Carla, i It N 12th
Rudolph, Guy 1 It 246 & Court
Smith, Mrs. Lucy i It t6th dr
Harrison 
N NAN 
Smith, Mrs. Rachel i It 5o5
17th 
Sheppard, Jos M. (N. R.) t it
1153 N. 13th 
Sabin, A F. (N. B.) a It 1113
Trimble 
Swift, T. P. T It 321 N. 4th 
Sweeney, Mrs. Maggie a It
1 111adison, 6rt 17th & 18th 
Sexton, G. B.f,,or N. L. Sexton
altar t6th & Haeoison
Singleton, G. t. 365 ac. Bonds
Station
Singleton, G. G. for wife 2 Its
305 N. 6th & Harrison it 






















Sanders, W. D. 1 It Fount.
17.37 Park 
Sowell, J. B. t It Rtown 
18.50 Stone, Mrs. S. J. 1 It 923 N 7th
Sehiffmare, Fred I It Fax. Add
22.88 Thomas, J. E. for wife 3 Its
1112 N. 13th 
22.67 Thompson, Mrs. M. J. 1 It 303
7.51 Madison... . . .. . 
4.97 Vincent, Mrs. M. a It loth &
21.84 Burnett 
6.13 Vernegue, Joe I It 7th & Clay
7.51 Vernon, Mr. and Mrst Greb-
38.04 enotem 4 Its Clay-11th &
I4.75  12th  46.09
3.79 Vorebt, Thos. & Son t Block 7 3.381
Williams, Mrs. C. E. 1 It Ma-
4.03 'Atwood Terrace . ....
38.04 Wicks, Al est. I It 420 S. 4th
Wilkins., Geo. W. 1 It Rtown
35.45 Wikert, Aram 1 It 312 N. 12th
Walbert, Jas. heirs t It Thin.
3.38 it.  10.27
4.48 Whitelsead, W. J. 1 It 1721
14.61 Madison  13.24
Williatlai, A, F. 1 It 42a N. 5th 15.78
14.4Q Watts, Mrs. A. t It 11.9 N 4th 8.89
Whittlock, Mrs. M. 1 It to18
57.12 Harrison 
Whitlock, Miss Fannie a It
12.55 Harrison bet retie & 11th 
22 :.... Yams!. J. D. a It N. 13th 
Young, John t It 1626 Trim 
68 14 Young, J. J. 1 it 1204 Berneirn
FM& District.
77-79 Alcock, Harris (N. R.) 24 ac
or H. Culp.... ........  
6.12 A. Wait, F... 40 Sc nr A. Bluett
Rowland, W H 3 ac nr N. J.
8.35 Howland  4.96
Boaz, Josh (N. R.) 17 ac an
8.35 H Bellamy 
Bethel, J W. 4o ac nr Mrs 
Smith  6.35
37.42 Bank of Murray by F. H 
. Overby 480 Sc nr G. Grove" 29.56
10.48 Bottoms, Jas. 3 Its Boone st. 6.09
11.80 Burton & Newton 113 ac nr
T. W. Falk,  14.40
35.28 Brigman, A. J. & Rosa 2 Its
20.12 Thurman Add  3.03
Cooper, j A. 19 ac. rir Clarks
13.02 River ,... ..... ... 36.8o
Coly, N. A. for wife 2 Its Tyler 7 38
5-44 Culp, Monroe (N. R.) 35 ac tw
at H. Culp  4.41
13.02 Cox, Mrs. E. B. (N. R.) aoo ac
4.75 or Dave Howard ......   18.53
7.23 IOckey, W. N. 112 or nr Hus-
band Road  24.26
8.83 Duptiest, Alvy 2 ac nr Geo 
2.69 Miller  •4 97
Etter, T. J. 56 ac nr Crebs Sta tote
7.51 English, est. a It 9th & Adams 4.75
Echale, John 3 ac or Lawtone
5.65 Bluff.... . ..... ....  4.75
13.92 Fulks, Miss Nannie ! It
)Idleyers st.  8.20
24•73 Finley, J. M. 8o ac nr T. J 
Reed  30.04
13.92 Foote, Arthur 4 ac Hush. R 
12.97 Falkner, Miry M. too ac nr
Hardie Riley  20. 12
10.48 Grief, A. S. & Wife rot ac or
H. Crick  39.98
8.35 Goodioe, R. M. 128 ac rw W 
E. Downing.... .... 
15.78 Garbin, Elma 1 It Benton R 
Husbands, W. M. 1 It Bridge
st.  goo
47.29 Heath, E. E. 57 Sc nr T. J 
10.48 Holmes  12.3o.
King, E. D. 23 ac nr J. E 
7.51 Jones   10.48
Leiciackor, John 35 ac or Hus-
4.75 bands Roads  7.03
Leidacker, John 35 ac nr Hus-
4.75 bands Roard... ...... ... . 12.39
33.00 Lagore, E. G. ot ac or Will
4.75 Clark 5-79
4.89 McClure, W. A. 280 at nr
Oaks road  29-52
7.47 McClure, Iva 144 ac nr H.
Soma .... .... ....   8.83
McClure, Mrs. Kate 40 ac nr
7.51 H. Sagent ...... ....   6.92
Miller, G. W. 12 at nr L. Oye 11.85
7.51 Miller, Albert 2 Its Tyler ...• 4.55
Meadows. Geo. r It Husk R. 6.35
7.51 Muldrow, Sim 50 Sc nr Clarks
River .... ...... ....  
Martin, Dr. W. W. 8o ac or B 
4.75 H. Pryor 
Milliken, Amos 6 Its O'Brien
11.91 Add. ............ .... 
Norden. M. S. for wife Tgo ac
16.8t or F. Jarboe 



































along with the adverti-ing for prop-
,- ontions to build the road, the state-
ment being made that it is hope,' to
do the work within the next eiKhteen
months. The doubters of the first
statement can now hunt their holes.
The old "dollar-a-line worker" for
the large insurance companies seems
to be at work. Announcements are
being made by a number of them of
the great improvements they are go-
ing to make and the finer conditions
for a paying btoiness they are going
to get into. The "dollar-a-liners"
clearly hope to stay the legislation
which the companies fear may come
their way during the winter months.
as many legislatures are to be in sea-
ion.
Washington dispatches say the
president remains firm its his determ-
ination-to press the question of rate
legislation before the coming con-
gress. The president has great oppo-
sition within his party upon this is-
sue and the result is one very doubt-
ful. But the president in his fight has
the people with him and they will
wish for him complete victory.
It is a foregone conclusion that the
man who will st•eal your vote will rob
you othelt-wise The vote stealers ev-
ergo.... are are the grafters in the same
neetions. Defeat the vote stealers
and you defeat the grafter's, or vice
versa.
In a brief and pointed proclamation
the president has designated. Thurs- 
Next week we will have the fresh-
day, 'the 30th inst., as tWjt ff-* est eleonest and largest Isnit of Nuts
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President Rooslevet has clearly de-
termined to overcome mans; objec-
tions to the civil service regulations.
The announcement recently nude
that the president has decided to give
the heads of the departments power
to remove objectionable attachees
from their positions was generally
thought to mean only those who were
at the head of the Washington de-
partnvents, but the promulgation of
the order would indicate that it refers
'to all brandies of the government.
The order is being mailed to the post-
.masters of the country and this fact
would indicate that the right to dis-
?nisi includes them also, though the
order is slightly ambiguous as to the
full force of its meaning But the
purpose of the order will in time
become clear, it is needless to. say.
The president has imquestionably
four cause to consider the civil serv
ice objectionable and his order 'Means
to clear away these objecticlits with-
out doubt. Some hangers-on in fat
places will therefore soon find their
heads dropped into the official bask-
ets and new men in their places. The
old idea of "to the victor belongs the
spoils" may soon do away with mug-
wumpery and enliven politics once
more. This is the sign of the presi-
dent's order, as the public will doubt-
less become convinced. .... o.
Recently it was published that the
Illinois Central had under contempla-
tion the buikting of an extension line
from Jackson, Tenn., to Birmingham,
Ala, The announcement v.-as accept-
ed with pleasure but with some doubt.
a, there had been no official declara-
tion. of the project being in contempla
tion. Now comes another and con-
clusive announcement which should
end doubtless will set at rest all ques
taina the usual request for the people
to turn aside from business cares and
render. praises and thanksgiving to
the Giver of Good or the many
blessings they enjoy.
BROKE OUT AGAIN
DEPARTMENT IS CALLED TO
UNION CENTRAL HOTEL
AGAIN.
Stationmen Did Not Get Away From
Fleading Factory Until 9 o'Clock.
Yesterday Morning.
Last evening shortly before 9
o'clock fire broke out again in the
Union Central hotel at Eleventh and
Broadway, but it was quickly extin-
guished by the stationmen who came
from the branch department at Tenth
and Clay and also that at Tenth and
Janes streets.
It seems stink bedding; mattresses
and other furniture had been piled
in one of the rooms. and - sparks
smoldering from the blaze yesterday
morning set these articles on fire
The laddies quickly had it out and
the loss was comparatively nothing.
Cooperage Blaze.
The fire department men did not
get away frorru the heeding .plant of
the cooperage works in Mechanics-
burg until about 9 o'clock yesterday
morning, as until that hour they were
kept engaged, playing streams upon
the burning debris to which the fine
department was reduced.
One of the afternoon papers places
the loss at the laughable figure of
$15o,000, while another says $35,000,
but the officials of the company now
here se ythat $5o,000 is the rough
estimate they place upon the de-
stroyed heading, machinery and
buildings.
'Mr. J. L _Kilgore, one of the main
owners, will arrive today from this
home in Anderson, Ind., while Mr.
Vernon Blow comes from Louinville
and Mr. J. I). Hoilingshead from
Chicago. They are the main owners
of the plant, which will be rebuilt im-
mediately upon settlement of the
losses by :he insurance companies.
The Charity Club.
The Charity club yesterday after-
noon held a meeting with 'Mrs. WiW-
iam Minnie); of West Jefferson
street, for the purpose of reorganiz-
ing for the winter, but as a full at-
tendance was not present, those there
deemed it advisable to postpone the
meeting until next Thursday at to:3o
pclock a m. at the residence of Miss
Connie Grundy, of North Seventh
street.
Captain Woods Is Out.
Captain Joe Woods is able to leave
his room now without endangering
the safety of It's compete recovery.
He was out for quite a while yester-
day and greeted by his :many friends.
It will be some time neat week be-
fore he resumes his position on the
police force.
Property Sold.
T. H. and Dora Bridges solid to Mi.
E. Staten. for $2,375 property fl
Fountain avenue near Madison streA.
I-izzie H. Yates bought from Wil-
tion of the building of this line. A ham H. Geer for $50 property on
Chicago telegram says that the inten- Elizabeth street near Fourth street.
Lion of the company as to construct-




Nice large latalega Grapes,
per pound or 2 lbs. for 
New fancy Prunes. 3 tbs.
for 
New fancy Peaches 2 tbs.
for






New fancy Raisin, a tbs.
for 
New fancy Currents, a tbs.
for 
New Citron, Orange
Peel, per pound o. .....
Nice large Cocoanuts,
each 
Mince Meats very best,
per pound 
3 sacks bent Table Salt
for 
!s, gallon can best Maple
for 
pint bottle best Maple
for 
3 packages Mrs. Austin's Pancake
Flour 250
3 packages King Buckwheat
Floor 250
If you want Coffee that has not
been packed for six months or longer





















is no worse than the palr.s I suffered'
at war intiothiy periods," writes Mrs. Sarah
G. Saltit, of White Plains, Va. "I tried many
This iseeldnee without relief, but Cantul cured as,awl I an now better than for 15 years."
Periodiial pains will certainly make you lose all your good looks, and quickly make
you old, before your time. Do not suffer. Refuse to be a victim. You can be cured and
your functions made as regular, easy and painless, as nature meant them to be--as nature
planned all our functions, like digestion, breathing, etc., to be.
When you suffer periodical pains, like headache, backache, dragging-down sensa-
tions, pain in legs, arms, side, etc., it is because your weak female parts are in need of a tonic,
that will give them the natural strength which they lack. This you will find in Wine of Cardui,
the genuine, old, remedy and specific, for female diseases, which, for over 70 years, has
been in constant use, in thousands of families throughout the country, during which time it
has been of wonderful benefit to over a million women. Try
YOUNG AND OLD
earnestly urged to write us at once for Free Advice.
Make as your confidant, describing all your troubles, stat-
ing sge, and we will send you valuable instructions and
advice, in plain, sealed sovelope.
Address: Ladies' Advisory Dept., The Chattanooga
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tetui.
•
WINE 
or CANN! WR:in S
- — 
: • 
Where and What Services Will Be Held.
T(,nlorrcow morning and es( rling
English services wilt be cOnducted
by Rev. Milian). Bourquin at the
Evangelical church on South Fifth
street. At the morning how- he
preaches on "A Changed Iran,"
while at niglht time he commences a
series of sermons on the following
subjects, the series to continue for
five Sundays: Nov. 5, "NVhat Is a
Church For?" Nov. tz, "What Is a
Hirmie For?" Nov. to, "What Is a
Sunday School For," Nov. 26, "What
Is Life For?" while on Dec. 3, the
fifth of the series witl close same,
with topic of "What Is the Bible
For?" The evening's services com-
mence at 7:30 o'clock sharp and every
body is cordiaffy invited to attend.
Tenth Street Christian.
Tomorrow morning at the Tenth
street Christian church ev. B. W.
'Bass wilt preach on "Me
Exodus," ittlinfe at night titecill
theme for discourse 'is "Rich Man
and Lazarus." Trnnorrow afternoon
at 3 o'clock he goes out in the coun-
try to speak at the Payne school-
house for the new. congregation -he
organized out there during his revi-
val meeting some weeks since
Grace Episcopal.
Tomorrow mnrniiig and afternoon
the regular services will be held at
Grace Episcopal church.
Birthday Party.
The birthday party for the benefit
of Tenth street Christian church was
a most successful entertainment, giv-
en last evening at the residence of
Rev. B. W. Bass on Ninth and Clark
streets. Mlany people were there and
the character of amusement accord-
ed them was of a most joyous atio
pleasing nature.
Returned Last Night.
Rev. T. J. Newell of the Broadway
Nfiethodist church, returned, last night
from Clinton, Ky., by way of Cairo.
He will fill his pulpit tomorrow morn-
ing pnd evening, but has not been
back long enough to yet prepare his
SISTSTIon.
First Christian.
Tornoivow morning and night Rev.
A. McClain, Of Cincinnati, will fill
the pulpit of the First Cleistian
church for Rev. W. H. Pinkerton, who
is to be absent some wrecks yet on
his protracted meeting work. Dr. Mc-
Clain is one of the moct forceful di-
vines of the Queen City, being In
charge of a large and growing con-
eleg2tion. He wilt be welcomed *ere
by a large attendance.
Rev. Pinkerton has been in Cincin-
nati for three week's past helping in
the revival work, but has now gone
to western Pennsylvania to be there
until the last of this month.
First Presbyterian.
"A Diadem- of Beauty° is tomor-
row morning's subject for Rev. W.
E. Cave, of the First Presbyterian
chortle At night time he speaks. on
"The Fnithifert Mon."
• First Baptist.
Rev. Jloihn S. Cheek, of the First
Baptist church, will tonwarrow morn-
ing speak on "The Great Commis-
sion," while at night time he talks
on "Civic Righteousness."
Trimble Street Methodist.
Rev. J. H. Roberts, pee-siding elder
for this diatrict, will tomorrow
Morning at the Trimble street Neff,-
sadist church, hold hi, last serenon
for the present conference year as
week after next he Ryas's' to MIOCeiti
to attend the conference. Tor/am-ow
evening Rev. Wt W. Armatenkg fills
ibis putpit there and pria*ffItes on
Che Churches
"Present Day Mission of the Gos-
German Lutheran.
Special reformation services will be
held tomorrow at the Germ& Luth-
eran church on South Fourth street.
Rev. Ilten in the morning talks in
the German language, while in Eng-
lish he preaches at the evening hour
on "Luther Contending for the
Faith." Communion will be conduct-
ed at both services.
Third Street Methodist. •
Rev. Peter Fields of the Third
street Methodist church will tomor-
row morning preach on "The Many-
Sided Paula" At the evening hour
Presiding Elder J. H. Roberts will
file the pulpit for the last time this
conference year.
sPosartia copfereftee.
toast at the Lone Oak Methodist
chinch out in the county, Presiding
Fider J. H. Roberts will conduct the
fourth quarterly conference for the
Paducah missions, which includes the
ecturregations at Lone Oak, Reidtand,
Littlevitle and LoCenter. The Pre-
siding elder preaches '•• :k
this morning, while a' '
basket dinner will be scrvs! • a the
grounds, then at 2 o'clock in the af-
ternoon the conference business will
be taken up and disposed of. Only
the church officials deliberate in the
business muttons, but everybody is
invited to attend.
Second Baptist.
Tomorrow morning and evening
Rev. Roney, of Wickliffe, will fill the
shilpit at the Second Baptist church
where he is now assisting Rev. Cun-
ningham in the protracted meeting
that started last Monday, and is ef-
fecting mtnah good.
Reports Coming In,
Rev. Jeatin Cheek, is daily receiving
reports from different county•tictio•ol
districts in the rural section, showing
the result of thei religious cennts
taken out in the country last Satur-
day at the same time it was here in
town. The minister can not yet tell
the total result of the county, as not
half of the reports have been turned
in. Each teacher of the county
schools took the census in their re•-
speetive districts. He believes he
will have everything in by next Mon-
day so he can made a report to the
Ministerial association of the whole
work in full.
Cumberland Presbyterian,
Sunday school occurs tomorrow
morning at 9:30 o'clock at the Cum-
berland Presbyterian church, John
G. Miller, superintendent. At I
ol lock Rev. Allmon preaches on
"The Christian's Heritage." The
Junior Christian Endeavor meets at
3 o'clock in the afternoon and the
Senior Endeavor at 6:3o o'clock at
night time. The pastor fills the pul-
pit again at 7:30 o'clock.
FAST TYPEWRITING IS DONE.
New York Man Writes 2.099 Words
' in Thirty Minutes.
New York, Nov .3.—The contest
for the typewriter championship of
the United State, was held in Medi-
an Square (.-ear..lart :art night There
were f.iiirteeti contestants
The winner oi the first prize of
Sioo was Paul Hunter, of this city,
who wrote aim word, in thirty 'min-
utes. Miss Rose Fritz, also of New
York, won the second prize of $so
with a record of 2,684 words in thirty
minutes. Miss Mae Carrington, of
Springfield, Mac's, was third, with a
•record of 2,004 words. r
• Che Buffet 0
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprietor.
4
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasinable in the eatable line served to order. A
fine noonday lunch for 25 cents.
—•••••••
Ern
At "E• Central Business College
306 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUE TODAY BEFORE
YOU GO ELSEWHERE.
a++++++-1-I-Hatala+•:-:
THE KENTUCKY THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE saa.
WEDNESDAY, Night NOV. 8
FRANK L. PERLEY
PRESENTS




11W INNING GIRL THE FAMOUS
JEWELL-KELLEY STOCKby CHAS. W. DOTY











and the handsomest singing chorus
In America.
Two Carloads of Scenery and Horses. —
Nothing ever seen like it before.
Direct from the Garrick Theatre St.
Louis.
Prices:25, 35, 50, 75, $t and Soso.





money for C h rist-
mas. Start an ac-
count today and
watch it grow.











Presenting the Young Southern
Actor
MR., JEWELL KELLY,
Supported by an all 'tar cast.
Matinee: Lord Fontleroy.




BAY MATINEE TUES, NOV,
Y. C. ALLEY PRESENTS THE
gill MHO
NE COMEDY C&




and Electrical Effects, and a Well
Drillest Chorus of. Ladies and
Gentlemen.
Night Prices-45c, 3$c, soc, 75c, Sino-
Special Ladies' and Children's Souv-
enir Matinee Tuesday—Adults, 25c;
Children i5c. Seats on sale Satur-
day.
Robert Fitzsimmons and Jack
O'Brien are to fight in San Francis-
co on December 20, if both men come
to time.
The. murder of Mrs. Margaret Todd
of New Yot14; lw still an unsolved
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Laryst Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Ward-teed I
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Go. I
BOTH PHONES ta SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
WANT $15,000
DAMAGES SOUGHT ON AC-
COUNT OF BURNS OF GRAY
WOODWARD.
Is the Colored Boy Who Fell Into
Hot Water Vat Behind Laundry
at Fifth and Jefferson. 
LawyersTaylor and Lucas yester-
day filed suit in the circuit court foe
--James Gay, next friend of Gray
VV}Jodward, collared, against the Pe-
ducah Laundry company which oper-
ates the lame:ivy at Fifth and Jeff-
erson street,. The litigation is for
$i 5,00o dasnages, on account of the
injuriee Woodward sastaiaed several
night* ago by falling iSto the vat
that stands behind the latinefry.
Woodward is a cokwed boy under
age, white Jellies Gray is his grand-
*. 4 father, and the suit had to be brought
through the latter, because minots
can not become plaintiffs in proceed-
lags lodged in the courts. One night
lest week Woody.-ard stepped behind
the )aandry at the intersection men-
tioned, and there fell into the open
vat into which empties the boiling
hot water used for washing clothing
inside the establislxnent. There was
no top on vat and Idiforldwarsi was
fearfully scakbed up to underneath
his arms. /ft retained composure
suffinient to seranitde out of the vat
and walk around to the office of Dr.
Jeff Robertson, where his injuries
vrere dressed and then sent home.
The boy it now in a pretty bad
0 condition and his lawyers will today
take his deposition, for fear his liCahiS
may prove fatal. If they do amt his
statement is not taken there will be
no proof of the accident, as he was
the only one present. If he does
survive his personal, evidence can
then be given on the witness stand
Traveling 414
This evening at the grill room in
the Palmer the Paducah Traveling
Men's club will meet to settle up the
business occasioned by their carnival
last month, as all the officers are in
the city and papers straightened out
fast this purpose.
latga psacil istairsufaceory is to be
erected in Shelbyv.11e. Tann. ,Mtich
meaty ha already been placed in
timber and many hands are being en-
stzged
TO ANSWER
HEWLETT JONES HELD ON
CHARGE OF STEALING
WHEEL.
Ed Wilson, Colored, Was Acquitted
of Charge of Carrying Con-
cealed Weapons.
In the police court yesterday
morning ilewbett Janes was held to
the grand jury on the charge of ob-
taining, money by falele—pretenaes,
while another warrant of a similar
nature was filed away, to be reinstat-
ed and tried when be gets out of the
case win rein he was held over.
It is claimed in thi charge on
which he was held over, that he stole
the bicycle of another and sold same
aaisie own property. In the bill filed
away he is accused of stealing the
overcoat of another party.
'The court dismiased the warrant
charging Ed Wilson, colored, with
having been caught carrying con-
cealed weapons out on South Eight%
street.
There was pat off until today the
tart against Ernest Cizmont and
Wood Jones, who ace charged with
stealing groceries from the store of
John Wilkins of Eighth and Ohio
streets, and selling them to other par-
tie*, by elaimine the good* belonged
to them. This constituted the charge
/of obtaining :money under false pre-
tenses.
. . The Negative Side Won.
Cast night quite a crowd was at
the Washington building on West
Broadway to hear tIse spirited debate
by the member/sof Nee debating dub,
organized from amongst the pupils of
the high whoa& dittpagersent. The sub-
ject for discataget, was !Itesolved,
That elm Should Have Equal So-
cial a' Civil:Biota." the affirmative
being represeated by Willie Rock and
Brent Janes, w4rile the negative was
handled hy William Wilhelm and
Robert liftcball. The judges Meld-
idiffiat din negative won, • •
lieside the debate several entrtaiu-
ing feature's prevailed, and the initial
affair of the debating drib was iudeed
a %access, and will be repeated peeri-
-4 , 
•
' Comptroller of the currency orders
the Farmers' National bank at King-
fiche.' I T. cl ,'ed.
THE WONDERFUL ZELDA MYSTERY
The above is a feature of the won-
derful specialty carried with the Jew-
ell Kelly company, whom are now
appearing at .the Kentucky theater.
The act is in the form of either an
illugion or a wonderful superhuman
power. Which ever it is, however, it
I. acknowledged as being the greatest
exhibition of skill ever executed in
this city The act evidently was
chosen from that famous scene in
Trilby where Svengali hypnotizes his
subject Trittry, for the act opens with
a selection from "Ben Bolt" by Miss
Rettick, which was beautifully ten-
as the lady hat an exception-
ally fine soprano voice. After This She
was appaettitly. hypnotized by ,Pt<if.
Rettick and after being made perfect-
ly rigi el' was tared into I casket
in full VIs of the *salience, and af-
ter Mr. Renick begun moving his
bands over her as is tusternary with
most mearwerists and illitsionistp she
Was samszterNeite-alowty into the air
fully four feet M/ose the 'casket'. this,
howevers swas oal the beginning of
this great act, for. tf*.easiset was
.• retooled froureild#8,. , and she was
••,gilesergel-tei anapaest the air wibik
in a position of repose. . Here a solid
wooden hoop wlich had been pre-
viously examined by the audience was
passed entirely Over and about her
body in every conceivable manner,
proving apparently she was resting
tipon nothing but the air itself.. Then
she was again lowere <Unto the casket
and awakened before the audience,
showing she had been under some
great power. The entire act was per-
foamed open and above board on a
brilliantly lighted stage without the
usual accessories such as black back-
ground and draperies. That this act
is marvelous and a big drawing card
is shown by the amount of conversa-
tion it is causing in the city
mil by the numerous inquiries at the
box office if it will be repeated again
tonight. We may advise here that it
will and nil joyers af lila csoailt and
weird should Ilbt fail to pay it a vfsit
it is well veirrh several times the I
a iseien chArged. for the entire ,
Mnruseel? Kelly shoisld be
congratulated for carrying such class!
of vaudeville features with his cons- !
'piny, vitt' is' hermit a doubt the I
best pilPtil priced attraction which,
has a.. .— bete this season,
 ..••••
NEW BUSINESS Clarh's Special°, Sat.
MR. IVO PETTIT WILL SHORT-
LY START DELIVERY
COMPANY.
He Will Contract With Merchants to
Deliver Their Parcels for Them
in the City.
Mr. Ivo Pettit, who has been con-
nected for a number of years wiali•A
the Southerecired American Exprese
companies of One city, is preparing
to inaugurate a "parcel delivery sys-
tem" as is maintained by big con-
cerns in the larger cities.
The plan of the movement is for
Mr. Pettit to contract with the large
retail and 'wholegele houses, and the
small Grim too, 'as far as that is con-
cerned, of this city, to call at their
establishtrients wit k his deliaery wag-
ons each day and carry out whatever
package, they have to send either to
their customers here in the city Or
convey the goods to the freight de-
pots.
His idea is for his wagons to make
rtgular rounds of the houses he con-
tracts with once every morning and
once every afternoon, except on Sat-
urdays •Whell possibgy he .may make
one trip at night on account of the
heavy business always done on the
last day of the week. In this manner
the proprietors would be relieved of
the bother and responsibility of main
taming their private delivery wagons
'eh:eh are quite an expense.
In large town, parcel delivery ccP
panics of stliis asatere are eonduertiol
with great success to owners and
ranch saving to retail stores, and al-
ready a number of the largest mer-
chants in this city have signified
their intention o fentering into ere
• of Mr. Pettit.
NEW TRACKS
WORK OF LAYING 'HUM ON
AVENUE WILL START -
IMMEDIATELY.
Rails and Ties to Go Down Before
Laborers Can Commence Paved
Street Work.
Nov.
2 pound; Fancy Californa Evaporat ed Peaches 
Limber,,er Cheese per pound 
Brick 'Cheese, per pound 
'Cream Cheese, per pound. 
pounds Flake Hominy 
3 lbs. Hominy Grits 
2-3 pound can Michigan Peaches 
.Candied Cherries, per pound 
'Crystalized Pincapplef•per pound
Candied Citron, per pound 
Cand:ed Lemon and Orange' Peel, per pound 
2 G:as.sea Horse Radish for 
/io tbs Pure Honey in Comb for 
Shell Pecans, per pound  . -
Slit!! Erolish Walnuts, per pound ll 
I Heinz New Dill Pickles, per dozen 2 pounds Crisp Ginger Snaps for 
If the street railway people do not
get started to laying their new ties
and tracks on Kentucky avenue from
Second to Fourth today, they will
without doubt commence this work
next Monday morning, and rush it
so they will not delay the reconstruc-
tion work along that thoroughfare.
The car company has tracks running
from Fourth. to Second on the ave-
nue, and although they are never used
regularly: are utikzed in case of em-
ergencies., and then also for the pur-
pose or switching car,: onto them.
In the reconstruction work of the
public thoroughfares traversed by the
car system, the rails and ties are put
down before the- cnncrete foundation
atxl brick out in the streets. The
rails are laid with ties spiked to the
tottom of them. The rails and ties
are then raised up and there put tin-
der the latter the concrete to give the.'
railway bed a solid foundation, and
make the grade equal to that of the
street work. After the car company
finishes its rails and bed, the paving
brick and concrete work are laid up
to it.
This will be one of the first im-
provements under the new manage-
ment and the present officials state
that when they vet figures on other
work deci5ions will he made regard-. 
features td he intro- THE SUPERVISOR ADVANCED
. • CASH FOR WORK TO BE
DONE.
2 pounds Soda or Oyster Crackers for 
5 packages Arm & Hammer Soda for 
24 pounds Purity Patent Flour for.. 
Nice Irish't'otatoes, a peck 
3 tbs. Country Dried Apples for 
3 cans Pork and Beans for 
2 %S. 20C Coffee for 
2 cans Chunk Pineapple for 
Fate's 1 lb Grated Pineapple per can 
r lb can Asparagus, extra choice 
2 if . Crisp Wafer crackers for 
2 tbs. Fancy Layer Figs for 
2 cans Stringless Beans for 
































Chas. Smith, the butcher,
Pk-
lip
Preparations have been made
hereby all the democrats of the city
tSecondlangather at the market house on and Broadway, form a line of
mars% and then headed with brass
band, city officials, county officials,
nominees, party adherents and oth-
ers, march out Broadway to Ninth
street, over Ninth to Jefferson, down
Ilefferson to Sixth and then across
Sixth to Broadway, from whence they
go back to the market where the
speechmaking commences. The spell-
binders of the city have been pro-
cured for the occasion and will make
talks. Some of them are Judge Rich-
ard Lightfoot, Hon. Hal Corbett.
Hon. Alben Barkley, Hon. L P.
Head and others.
'Phc affair will be a grand .wind-
up of the campaign and will strength-
en things arid tend to swell the fine
cad democratic ?majority which is usu-
ally rolled tip when election day
'Comes.
This afternoon at 2 o'clock the
candidates for county offices speak
at Woodville, which closes their
stumping tour. They had engage-
ments to talk tonight at Lamont, but
have canceled this.
Yesterday at aeon Me. Head, the
nominee for state legislature, spoke
to' a very large and enthusiastic au-
dience at the Illinois Central railroad
shops and made many votes by his
talk, which was of deep interest.
ROAD MONEY
duced and improvOments to be made.
GRAND WIND-UP
MONDAY NIGHT WILL BE THE
FINALE TO THE CAM,
PAIGN.
Candidates for County Offices Speak
This Afternoon at Woodville
Then Come Here.
Arrangements have been made for
one of the biggest democratic blow-
outs eves- held* this city, and it will
be an ocolegb , of **Might, fine
speeches, parades and other features
incidental to the wind-tip of a politi-
cal campaign. The affair comes off
next • . s setting and wiM, be
' ' eittitor
In the county cowl yesterday an
allowance of $6,608.31 was made out
of the fund to Supervisor Bert John-
' son of the county roads. This money
is to defray expenses of road build-
ing out in the county. The supervisor
figures tip (his payrolls. in advance,
and all the expenses incidental to the
road work, and then is allowed so
much money to run him for a certain
length of tine.
Got Three Months.
Jude.? Liel.;:oot triad. T(en Cooper
yesterday and gave lam three months
in the county jail on the charge of
stealing some scrap-iron arx) other
nsaterial fro mthe Jackson foundry
at First and Kentucky avenue. He is
colored an deem held to the grand
jury in the police court, but Judge
Lightfoot gave him a hearing now'
,because the grand jury does not 'con-





You wouldn't think of presenting a
piece that was not strictly high-grade
—if you knew it. The best grade—
finest cuttings--at the fairest prices—
And the largest selections are our in-
ducemente for your cut glass trade.
J. L. WOLFF
The Progressive Jewelry Store.
Nothing resulted from the confer-
ence in•St. Louis of the grain ship-
pers of Louisville, Cincinnati and
other cities, and representatives of
various railroads. It was contended
by the railroads that there was no ba-
sis for rate adjustment. The question
may h taken lic:ote the Interstate
Commerce Commi sion.
The department of superintendence
of . the 'National Educators' Associa-
tion will meet in Louisville February
27, 28 and March x. The meeting is
one of the 'most representative gath-
erings of educabirs in the world.
A431004 2,000 leatliers will be preselit-
if fountain I
Syringes!
The kind that d3n't spring a
leak every time you use them.
They are made of new rubber
—rubber that has stretch in it








ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE.
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-







7...& Jackson Sts. phone 23, Clay Sts., phone 3g.
SIIIIIIAINCEXimemagammeiggsg
The recollection of the quality oi
our prescriptions 'remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-




IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CIIILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.




NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST roc.
U. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets
Telephone 270.
DR. R. f. !IMP'
BROOKHILL BUILDING
TELEPHONE 444.
The Woman's Foreign Missionary
society of the M. E. church, in ses-
sion in New York, has pledged itseli




(Continued from Page 3.)
ard 
Pent., R. B. 40 ac Dr Hardie
Riley 
Pugh, John 44 ac nr J. E.
Jones.... ......
Pickleman„ Jacob 4 ac •nr B.
Hovecamp.... ........
Patilla, Billie 50 ac nr G. C.
Powers
Riley, D. H. 54 ac nr B. J.
Hovecamp
Roark, 0. B. (N. R.) 15 ac nr
Husband Road 
Radford, J. W. 15 ac Hush R 
Rankin, Dr. 7 ac DT Lon Har-
rison.... 
Smith, G. H. for E. McClure
8o ac nr Jas. Waisner 
Smith, est. by G. H. Smith 2
ac nr Oaks Station 
Smith, W. J. 25 ac rrr W. E 
Downing 
Sheppard, W. L 15 ac nr Dare
Howard 
Sheppard, Mrs. J. W. 20 ac nr
Dave Howard.. ......
Smith, Mr Walter ( N. R. 22
ac tw M. Culp 
Thorntors, Thomas i It Tyler
• "Troutman, J. W. 21/2 ac nr
Robt Fisher._ ......
-Wood, R. R. tso ac nr J. B.
Watson 
'Wood, Clifford (N. R. so ac nr
R. R. Wood 
Wood, V. L. go ac 11T Oaks R
Watson, J. R. for wife 3o ac nr
R. R. Wood 
Watson, J. B. 65 ac nr L. Y.
Craig 
• Wallace, N. C. 57 ac nr M. J.
Bowlas3d.  
Nattort t It Tyler
• • Waisner, J. H. 3o ac nr W.
Smith 
Williams, Alo^zo ti ac DT NETS .
Gholton 
Sixth District.
Allcock, Oliver (N. R.) 36 ac
Tic C. C. Thompson.... ....
Adams, Poll 40 ac nr D.
Furdom 
Robb, W. B. 65 ac rtr W. Hall
Bass., C. 12 ac nr C. C. Riley
Burns, heirs 15 ac nr Jas Burns
Briggs, Mrs. M. R. 6 ac nr
Tentpk 
Billington, Fannie 20 ac nr A 
Grief 
Berger, Ed 70 ac nr J. Rust 
Buchanan, S. F. 3 Its O'Steen
Add 







Branstler Bros. i It O'Brien
Add. 
Berger, C. i It O'Brien Add 
Banger, John x It O'Brien
Add. ........ . : . . . . . . . . . .
Berger, Chris z It O'Brien
Add ...... ..s. . • • 
Barkky, G. W. 57 Its tic G. W 
Rust.... .... .......
L C. (N. R.) 15 Its tic
R. Page 
Coleman, Wm. 35 Its In W 
H. McKinney....  
Courtney, W. S. (N. R.) 35 Its
nr T. 0. Rives 
Curd, Mrs. M. M. 40 Its DT
John Collier
'Cunningham, W. J. Price  
'Childress, Jnn zoo Its tic J. J.
Earnhart 
Clot:don, J. D. t It O'Brien
Add 
Davidson, Will i ac • tic Flor-
ence Station 
Davis, Mrs. Zura t It Labelle
Park 
Davis, John 8o ac nr GeO.
Worth 
Dennis, Dave 2 ac nr Melber
Dunn, D. A. (N. R.) 2 Its
O'Brien Add 
Dowdy, H. G. 2 Its O'Brien
Add 
Edwards, F. 200 ac nr Melber
Evans, Chas t It O'Brien. Add.
Futrell, Wash t6o ac nr John
Wurth  
Fisher, R. C. 8 ac nr J. L:
Frazier ..........
Fristoe. G. E, 56 ac or W. N.
Simmons ..........
Fletcher, Doc. to ac nr R. C.
Fisher 
Fagin, W. T. 15j ac nr Sc-haf-
fer
Frost, J. H. 6Its 0' Brien Add
Goad, W. J. for wife 1 It NVor-
ten S SS. Add 
'Gillen, Wm. 312 ac nr May-
field Road & J. C. Fristoe
Griffith, Sam 41 ac nr G. W.
Elrod ......
Houser. Fred 12 ac nr J. T.
Sullivan 
Houser, A. W 2 ac nr Lon
Wiggins 
Heflin, J. E. 52 ac nr R. M.
Rudolph.. ......
Hays, A. H. (N. R.) 30 ac nr
Melber  
'Mass, Geo. i It L2 Belle P.
Harper, Geo. W. 9 ac nr B.
Harper 
'Harper, Bedah 42 ac nr Geo.
Harper 
Ilopkins, Chas 23 ac or A. M.
Tate.. .... 
Haynes, Christy, heirs 70 ac nr
Florence Sta. 
Harding, A. (N. R. to ac nr
Sam Hickman 
'Houser, J. W. so ac nr Tom
Houser 
'Harmon, Albert 32 ac nr
Country 
Helvoig, Freddie i it O'Brien
Add 
Barri.% Louis 2 Its O'Brien
Add. 
If A. J It O'Brien
C
for Annie
rishI lt Annie Parrish  
Potts, J. F. i ac nr Lone Oak
Price, Fred by R. Price 67 ac
nr T. 0. Overstreet 
Price, R. too ac nr J. E. Price
Purdom, J.. H. & M. J. 24 ac nr
Ed. Purdom.... ......
Parish, I. N. 6o ac nr J. Louis
Parsons John (N. FL) i It
5.54 O'Brien Add 
Peery, Robt. 5 Its O'Brien Add10.27 Quisenberry, John L. 1 It
O'Brien Add 
Rudcdph, E. C. 95 ac nr W, J 
War & Mayfield Creek
Robertson, Dr. D. S. i It nr
LaBeile Park 
Riley, C. C. for wife 75
N. Seitz 
Rogers, Mary E 
H. C. Rudolph
Ragsdale, Mrs. N. M. 8o ac nr
2.69 g. S. Langston 











































Russell, Dennis 145 ac nr V.
Ward 
Rust, 'atm B. 33 ac nr G. W.
Rust 
Rudolph, G. L. 1 It O'Brien
9.10 'Add 
Reeves, J. R. a Its O'Brien
Add 
Stahl. Bud 32 /LC Tif *rid crk
Schmidt, John 58 ac nr J. L.
8.61 Gardner 
Simmons, W. S. (N. R.) 33 ac
3 37 nr Geo. Fristoe 
Scheffield, A. R. 63 ac fir J.
Rust 
Sanderson, Mks. Elizabeth 4
4.06 ac nr Lone Oak , 
Sanders, 7. G. so ac Meiber
Its Mklber 4.75
6.35 Sutherland, J. 3. 34 ac tar J.
Rot 
3.37 Stewart, J. B. 1/2 ac nr Lone
Oak 
3,37 nr No Where ' 
19.22 Sanders, E. S. so ac nr J. Rust
2.69 Sands, W. D. 414 ac nr A. M 
Roose 
11.64 Smidt, Conrad 1 It O'Brien
Add 
6.35 Smith. Willie I It O'Brien Add
Thompson. L. D. 48 ac nr J.
t.86 R. Hudson , 
Thompson, L. J. 6o ac nr Tom
4-48
4.97
Johnson, Obe i ac nr
Wallace 
Jones, W. L. 8o ac or C. Gillen
Jones, A. C. for mother 146 ac
nr Jas. Wyatt.... .... • • • •
Jones Wm. 35 ac 
Jones, Jesse i It O'Brien Add.
ibirby, Mrs. S. J. 4 ac rrr W.
R. Rudolph 
10119011, C. C. 4 ac ru Chas 
Srnouse 
Kettler, Mrs. John 70 ac nr
Jas. Council.... ...... •
Kater, T. M. 2 Its OrBrien Add
Lackson, Thos. is ac nr J.
Rust 
Ligon, Rufus 24 ac
Laughlin...
Lagore, J. I it O'Brien Add...
McKinney, W. L. 16 ac nr J.
P. Malone 
McKinney, J. T.61 ac nr W.
'H. .. .... 78
McIntosh, J. M. 140 ac nr H.
Sheer & Mks. Houser  9.10
McManus, 20
Schmaus  
McKinney, B  J
F. McKinney
Mills, 6. A. 43
Jones 
H. & Tom. 47
Gray 
Melburn, W. F. 644 ac nr Lone
Oak 




Melburn, F. M 





















2 ac nr Lone














Thompson, J. ( N. R.) 36
4-75 ac nr R. I). Thompson
6.13 Trice, May 59 ac nr W. T.
Smith 
11.36 Trice. If. A. for wife 168 ac nr
John Caldwell 
26.45 Tate, A., W.-- 4fte--rtr-fr Jones,
2 its O'Brien add 
6.41 Thomas, Lee t1/2 ac nr Lee
Loftin 
3.10 Thompson. R. S. & V. 24 ac
to Mayfield Creek. 
4.28 Thomas, WI. W. 27 ac nr J.
Chiles 
10.14 Tate, 5. R. 4 Its O'Brien Add.
Young, G. W. 2 at at Wl. R.
4.06 Hotker 
4-28 Wilson, C. H. (N. R.) 1 It
O'Brien Add. 
3.38 Wads, W. H. 95 ac nr Clarks.
River ......  
5.44 Wilkins, N. W. 23 ac nr Jhs.
'Ester. 
7.72 Wormack, VVI. L. 35 ac nr W.
W. Dedrick 
6.13 White, 12. A. (N. R.) 132 ac nr
Mayfield Creek ......3.73 Wyatt, A. C. (N. R.) 18 ac nr
tMelber .... ..  
9.88 Williams, R. P. so ac nr J.
Rust 
5.96 Seventh District.
Allen, T. W. 274 ac nr W. A.2.69 Gardner ...... . .....
Averett, Ellen t It R-town..
338 Adams, John 15 ac nr C 
Thompson 





























































Boyd, M. (N. R.) 40 ac nr 5.
Berry, D. A. so ac nr O'Bid-
well & A. J. Clark  
Bynumn Bros. by .1% T 
nr S. Neal 





Butler, Ed for Wornstead est.
to8 ac nr Ohio River 






Clark, J. J. 15 ac nr Re-mick..
Caldwell, S. B. Jr. 7 Its Cleve-
land Ave & Broad Alley....
Chiles, F. H. i55 acres nr
Temple Mill ......
Cruse, N. i It R-town 
Compey, Meyer (N. R.) 38 ac
nr Bonds Sta.  
Corniland, 2d2rs. Bettie
Ohio
Cochran, J. A 
Mlelber 
Clark, Walter 2 Its R-town...
Clark, Robt. zo ac nr Stanley
Dillworth, Hi. A. 97 ac nr D.
Peyton ......
Dillworth, Mrs. MI A. too ac
nr M. Adcock 
Dunnoy, Mks. Maggie 51/2 ac
nr Win. Anderson ....
Dorsey, Sally 220 ac nr R. H.
Noble ......
Elrod, J. W for wife x16 ac
nr Jas Farmer 
Ely, J. E. 93 ac nr Massac 
Futrell, Mart 1/2 ac nr N. 14th
Francis, B. Si ac nr B. Sperry
Gains, Tom F. 93/3 ac nr D 
Holland 
Gardner B. & S. by R. L Nel-
son 6 ac nr Lamont 
Hines, J. W. 75 ac nr E. Over-
street 
Hines, J. S. 60 ac nr Geo. Price
Hogan, J. C. 40 ac nr J. Doyle
Holt, Courtney 74 ac Shaffer
It in R-town 
Hutchison, W. 'B. 45 ac nr S 
B. Jackson& Ben Pugh ,





Jones, 'r(n% Gen O.. • .a.c T. • eMPle. 
Mill 4 Its Broad st. 
Jackson, S. R. to ac nr Ed
Wlare  
Lavean, Ed 61/2 at nr Pines 
McKinney, A. J. 39 ac nr L 
Scott 
McConnell, Alex to ac nr R.
M. Allen 
Miles, H. L. & Sister
5. Jett 
Miller, Joe A. 2 Its 6th &
Chwk-Adams. 
Iditxon est. by Ed Ware 6Itt
ac nr R. Stanley& Max. Mill
Meyers, Geo. 2.3o ac nr T.
Rudolph & Hutchison
Mbss, Dr. Tom, Jessie B. &
TO112 Jr. 75 ac itt Bloomfield 70.93
Nawm, W. B. 5 ac *Co.- • 2.55
Nichols, H. V. t It R-town.... 2.69
Overstreet, Geo. too ac nr L.
Holt 
.So-s.. IsD..
Overstreet, Wm. heirs 70 ac nr
L Faster 
Overstreet, E. D. 88 ac ne
Miassac 
Ogilvie i It Ritown....
Purchase, Mary 67 se nr
Thompson ......
Purdue, S A. 35 ac nr Chas 
Thornhill 
Rudolph, Mrs. R. L. 4o ac nr
L C. Cliambus ......
Rice, heirs by Luther Rice 150
ac nr J. Price & MJieId Crk,
Gills, Mrs. lie. A. 55 ac nr S.
Johnson 
Rice, M. F. 571/2
Clark 
Rudolph, J. H. (N. R.) 95 ac
nr L. P. Stephens 
Rudolph, V. D. 25 ac nr L. P 
Stephens 
Roper Augustus' 1 It . Afton
6 ac
tic Robt.
S. A. by Robt.
ac nr Lamont,
& Wright (N. R.)
nr John Spaulding...















R. 12 ac nr 011ivet
M. 4o ac nr L. L.
8o ac nr































Rudolph, G. Li. 32 ac nr E
Futrell 
Rudolph, Bud I It R-town 
Roe, Geo. t It R-town 
Smith, J. D. i It Mt-wood Ter 
Sanderson, G. 38;4 Its nr L 
Morrow 
Smith, E. E. 23 Its nr T. E.
Moss 
Shaffer, H. C. 123 Its nr Pleas-
ant Ridge school house 
Spidell. T. J. 6o1/2 ac C. R., 2
lt4 12th & Mad-Mwood Ter
Stanley, John (or Staley) 25
at DT John Harris. 
Thomason, J. W. 15 ac nr T.
G. Brigman 
Thompson. C. C. tog ac nr
Cecil 8r Temple Mill 
Turner 8, ac nr E. Gish & L.
'Scott ...... 
Thompson, A. J. 75 ac nr
Franks 
Turner, J. R. 62 at nr Wen-
lanf. 
Thompson, Ida M. i It R-town
Ware, Ed 14 ac nr Maxon Mill
Pc pot 
Ware, Ed for wife 521/ at nr
Cold Springs 
Ware, Ed for Robertson heirs
so at TIT Lee Waters 
Welker, J. H. for wife 731/2 ac
11r Geo. J. Jones & Bottoms
Wooten, R. H. 44 ac nr J. P.
Price 




























St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company-the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
hip to lennessee river
and return.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
25.93 PADUCAH REAL ESTA.TS. vEsTERNECTalZ F=NumaArt
6.85 MTHLY pAYNEFer LOTS FOR 
ITr 
IDINTUCKYREALESTATE nMeitt•AND







An elegant line of imported cloths
and suiting. for Fall and Winter.




516 Broadway, Opp, Fraternity Bid.
Special to Farmers
We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with us and we
think we can sell it for you. Try as.
S. T. RANDLE
hIsangsr Real Estate Department,
Mecheitica' & Fanners' Savings Rank.
Room 3, Amer.-Ger. Nat, Bank.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE




WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST.
Dr- Stamper,
Dentist.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
309 Broadway.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR., NOSE ANTI THROAT



























Office of Comptroller of the Currency.
W. effiver., Geo. W. Other,






OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall Coenty; Paducah, Ky.,
ROOM 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 303.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
Washington, D. C„ Oct. to, 1905.
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned it has
been made to appear that "The First
Notional Bank of Paducah," located
in the City of Paducah, in the Coun-
ty of McCracken and State of Ken-
tucky, has complied with all the pro-
visions of the Act of Congress "to en-
able National Banking Associations
to extend their corporate existence,
and for other purposes" approved July
12, 1882, as amended by the Act ap-
proved April 12, 1902;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, William
B. Ridgely, Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, do hereby certify that "The
First Natiotal Bank of Paducah," lo-
cated in the City of Paducah, in the
County of McCracken and State of
Kentucky, is authorized to have suc-
cession for the period specified in its
amended articles of association; name-
ly, until close of business on October
to, 1925.
In testimony whereof witness my,
hand and seal of office this Tenth day
cif October, Inns.
(SEAL) WM. B. iiI15GELY,
Comptroller of the Currency.
Charter No. 1599. lintension No, 932.
If you want your cloches cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Roes 329 South Third Street. / have
the nicest line st samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, hes &mess
worth of city property far ida and














Room No. s, Columbia Building.
It is a trip of pleasure. comfort'
and rest; good service., good maim,geed moms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at p.For other leformation apply to Jas.Roger, suptaintindent; Frank L.Brown, agent.
3. LSEENDIRIICK. J. Q. KILLER
W ARBLE.




Rooms it, a and 3 Register Build-
ing. 5r3 I-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the Lourts of the
stets. Both phones 31.
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone slia at the office, both
phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
7 to 9 a. nt.; a to 3 p. m., 7 to g p. M.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE rot NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES











Highest price paid for second-hand
StoVes aqc:
FzUrtrzittire.
Buy anything and sell everything.
sz8-eao Court street. Old phone 1316.
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
D. ROST. J. RIVERS
E. 11. Ic‘JRYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rabme 5 and 6 linkage Building.






too NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Photon us
Office hours 8 to to a. in., it, 3




Rome 13 and 14 Columbia Building.
Old Phone tog.
FLOURNOY & REED
LA WY I:, Its
Rooms ro, az and fa. Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH., ICY.
J. C, Flournoy Cecil Reed
Dr. B. T. tiall
Office with Drs. Rivera & Rivers. is.
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 353.
Resitffince too Clay, Old Phone 1691
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
-LAWYER-




Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 3o6 Broadway-Phone too
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone r49.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 47411
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
ROOM/ 2044 Fraternity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OfITEOPARHIC PHYSICIAN




















































































































(Co I tinued from Page 6.)
Whittecer, Rich for wife 20 ac
L. Steveni..... ...... .... 5.32
Wilcox, B. F. ao ac nr Fred
Beyer  13.51
Wilkins; Ivy 2g ac at C. Stew-
ard ............ ....   7'.-03
.Wheitlanf, Ada. 1 It West
1B-way  0.48
Windpegler, Mrs. Amanda Lee
18 ac rrr C. L. Hilliard   8.61
Walters, Mattie C. (N. Il..) 95
ac n•r C K. Lammed  17.16
Weatherford, If/lank 1A  ac re
Potter  5•31
Young, Geo. 31 ac nr W. A.
.Gardner  6.41
Eighth' District.
Anderson, T. J. 8o ac nr Mel-
ton Stone  13.71
'Ashby, T. E. 75 ac ar Wm
Abornatty  11.85
Atchison, A. ,L. 220 at nr J. C.
Mc Elya  33-90
Blryan, Mrs. Dora 33 ac nr W.
B. Wray  5.79
i Bryan, M. L. for wife 15 ac nr
Grahaniville  8.89
B*ssdford, F. D. 37 ac nr H.
/C. Turner ..  4.75
Barnes, Grant (N. R.) soo ac
Inr Mayfield Road  14.40
Booker, HI, P. 35 ac at A. C. 
Itoystar .  5•31
Campbell, J. W. 15 ac nr Chas.
i -• White 5.65
Crutch's., S. 63 Sc nr B. H.
Smithers  • S•44
Cooper, J. R. 234 ac nr H. C.
Turner & P. Brewer .... . • 17-43
Carnes!, H. H. 86 ac nr J. M 
Martin  13.89
Cavattah, H. H. 40 ac nr J. M 
Matlock 9.10
Craig, R. E. for heirs 5 ac nr
Fralasinville  6.&I
Conaway, W. H. so ac or E 
Ball ........ .... 9-79
Chiles, D. B. (N. R.) 20 ac at
A. P. Hill  4-75
• Crawford, W L 
3 ac nr G.
4 G. T. Scott  5.86
Denny, J. R. 70 ac nr J. M 
Gray 
i 4( Dickerson, J. C. so ac nr 
Mrs.
J. Doyle 
Douglass, W. C. 30 ac nr J. C.
Wood. 
Doyle, Mrs. Sarah 8 Sc rw 0.
1 Corral
Durrett, Dr. S. M. (N. R.) 317
ac nr W. W. Williams &
Tom Heady  41.96
Denton, for wife so ac nr
Theo Ltarell  7•51,
Edwards, S. R. to Sc tir Se.
Thomas Church.  20 12
Elrod. Jas. at ac nr Nick Rudd 5.03
Elrod, W. H. ao at nr Ingle-
iade  6.13
Elliott P. so ac nr M. W.
Williams  - 6.84
Edwards, Henry (N. IL) 6 ac
nr Woodville  7.51
Fenwick, Geo. T. 44 ac nr A.
, P. hill  . , • • I 1 . 86
Fortson, R. R. 2314 ac nr R.
C. Portion & Mesta 
Farrell, John W. (N. R.) 57 ac
nr J. C. Wood  '0 82
Green, W. M. 2 ac nr Ragland 600
Gills, T. J. t Sc at Ragland 
Grimes est., by Holly 5 ac nr
John Bradford  2.69
Graham, Robt. 22 sic nr Sam
Billington & Grahams-inc  to.o7
Gibson, J. C. (N. R.) 128 ac
TW W. P. Albert  19.91
Hill. J. W. 7 ac nr F. M. Hill .•4.55
Hill, J. R. 125 ac nr P. Brewer 13.24
Esurso4 
liairtborne, Chas. 46 ac nr, W.
H. Willis  12.21
Madison, F. G. 40 ac at Wood-
ville & t It Woodville 
Helton, C, E., & F. M. as Sc ns
W. SS. Chi/es  6.48
Humphrey, B. F. 78 ac at
W. Pitt & P. Brewer  10.20
a 'Hicks, Jessie 43 ac nr J. D.
Dud&  8.89
Hawkins, J. 0. 64 Sc nr J.
Harper  
Harrison, Joe (N. R.) 5 ac nr
Jim Long  3.38
Johnson. S. W. 7 ac nr Gra-
hamville  13.24
Judd, T. Y. 8 ac nr J. D. Rice 7.02
Jones, Mrs. Mary by W. E.
Ware to ac nr T. M. Rives 3.72
Kirk, Mrs. ̀Kate 4o Sc nr J. M.
Pitt  6 13
Lentz, T. R. 5 ac ne Graham-
villa 7.02
Lutrell, T. M. 30 ac nr Pales-
tine Church  9.78
Lewis, J. R. t It Ragland._ 6.13
McGuire, Harry t It Ragland
McFadden, Mrs. C. M. 85 ac
at J. C. Gibson  •  10.83
Metlock, a P. 133 Sc Ilf E 
Denton 32.39
Moss, Dr. T. E. r It Woodville 9.10
Murphy, Gay 98 Sc n.r R. I-
Potter
Murphy, D. D. I It in W-ville 10.48
Moody, J. P. too ac nr C.
Fostson  17.35
Melton, W D. 3oo ac at A. F •
Crawford 
Meschew, Mora E. 8o ac nr
W. R. Page  11.65
Majors, Mrs. Frank (NI. R.) So
, II at nr R. Simmons  8.20
Owen, M. S. t It W-ville  6.35
Ogilvie, Lydia (N. It.) W. F 
Ware 22 ac nr T. M. Rives 5.45
Perkins. J. W. for wife too ac
or Jeff Coffee  24.26
Page, C. T. 29 ac nr W. R.
Page 
Parker, M. A. 31 ac /1r
Crawford 
Peal. Cora D. 25 at trr C.
Herold 





















Patker, Elia. heirs 15 ac nr
Hazel 
Rice, J. H. i It W-ville 
Rice, J. M. 164 ac nr T. H 
Mal-AM) 
lay, S. S. t It Monroe bet
13th & 14th 
Seaton Bros. 72 ac 1W H.
'Baldry 
Shaw, Guy 1 It W-ville 
Spencer, T. N. 195 ac nr John
Williams   27.99
Tomlinson, Jas. Sr. 2 Its
W-vilki  7.72
Wray, J. F. for Wray est. 60
ac nr F B 9:30
Walker, G. W. 52 ac nr J 
Moss  .10. 48
Wiliams, R. E. 7 ac nr F. M 
Bill  4-41
Williams, R. E. for wife 7 ac
nr F. M. Hill  2.82
Williamson, G. J. for wife 3 ac
nr L. B. Rossington  17.15
M W itr3 ac or
H. Hagan  18.74
Williamson, J. H. for eAfe
107 ac nr J. L Murphy  25.63
Warlord, T. W. 49 atk,or C. R 
Simmons   7.51
Ward, Mrs. M. A. by M H
ac tie L F. Bennett  3.38
Williams, D. A. 43
Crawford  8.89
Warier* J. U. 31 ac nr A. C 
ROyatet • 
Wattera.../slis. (N, R.) 4o ac
nr John Campbell 
Yarling, Wm. 160 ac nr A. J.





Alexander, Henry i it 8th
Armetrong, Jim 1 It R-town..
Brousoa, Margaret heirs 1 It
S. 5th 
Buclior, Mat z It 1345 S. 9th
Bacon, Henry t It 1126 H„,usb
Bell, Mary t It 411 Eliz 
Byugham, Sam 2 Its S. 8th 
Bacon, Oliver i It Hays Ave
Bolen, Lawrence 2 ac nr A.
Cornier 
Brown, Watt I It S. 7th 
Bolen, Ike 1 It Broad Alley 
Brown, Lib I It S. Toth 
Barfieid Anthony heirs of It
1314 S. toth 
Baker, Jacksont it Yeiser Ave
Carr, Albert i It 9th & Cald.
Campbell, Nannie i It 112o
Jones  
Clsrk, Ike t It 7a2 S. 7th....
Couyear, Henry 1 It zeta S.
loth 
Chappell, Joe i It ,goo Broad
Chambers, A. L. z It S. totb 
Dick-ion, Alice 1 It 1226 S.
loth 
Deboe. H. 2 Its 1436 S. zoth..
Daniels, B. i It 1710 Broad 
Dawson., H. I ac nr 0. F. G.
Elliott, Chas i It 802 Caldwell
F.Ilic, G. W. ilt Metzger Add
Estes, Susan t It Elizabeth 
Frazier, Mary & Jane t It 9th
& Obio 
Gardner, Ad.! It S. 12th 
Gibson' Dan 1 It 1413 S. 10th
Gray, Green I It 514 S. 8th 
Garrett, G. i It ono S. toth
Grace, Rhody i It 1221 S. 8th
Gray, Jas. i it 1372 S. 5th 
Ghoulson, Jas t It 719 S. 6th
Greer, Batis 1 It or Annie Car-
roll 
Garrett, Irene I It too8 S. too
Howell, Chas & Ada 1 It Jack.
bet 7th & 8th 
Higgirea Ed. I It 162 Wood-
ward ...... ......
Hays, Robt. Est. It 8;5 Husb
Hibbt,"T. D. i It 708 S. 6th
newel!, Augustus t it Tenn
bet 7th & 8th 
Isbell, Dr. C. A. 3 Its S. 6th-
S. 8th-N. 7th 
Isbell, tor J Jones 1 It S. 5th
Irvan, Bell House t It 813
Husb. 
Jordan, Wm 1 It nth &
Jordan, Sam I It S. toth 
Jones, Kitty r It 712 S. 7th 
Johnson, Haniett t It 1233
S.'8th 
Johnson, Henry t It too8 S.
6th 
Johnson, Henrietta 1 It 1405
S. loth 
Jones, Jim t It S. 5th 
Kelly Mose i It 1231 S. 8th 
Kirk, John ; It S. Toth 
Lott. Silas for wife t It 6th &
Ohio -
Loving, Dennis 2 Its S. 10th 
Little, Joas. Y. It 1400 S. 6th 
Ligon, Willis I It 222 A.4h-
brook 
Looney, Mary (N. R.) 1 it
1422 S. toth 
I ooney, est t It Meyers st 
Looney, Charlotte It 1337
S. loth, 
McClure. Con t It Yeiser Ave
Morgan Jas It 641 Eliz 
Matlock, Rich 1 It 808 S. toth
Mathews, John m It 718 Jack.
Nuckols, Isaac I It 1127 Jones
Nerd Annie t It stb & B-Alley
Owen, Frank I It Husb. & 9th
Owen, Jam 3 Its S. 9th--45. 8th
Overton, Scott 2 It S. 8th-
S. Toth 
Overton, Mary 3 Its S. 8th S.
loth & Husb 
Perkins, John W.. t It too8
S. toth •
Price. Marion I It 819 Hosts 
Pullen, Abe Sr. t It 628 S. 5th
Robertson, Collin t It 1124
Jones 
Reed, S. R. 4 Rs S. flth--S.5th
Rogers, Tom r It Bookman it.
Reeves, Henry / It 1224 S. 8th
Smith, M. 1 It fht Hush. st 
Stringer, Bettie t It Gilson
Add. 
23.67 Steed. Henry 1 A Jaek-'911 bet
7rh & 8fh 
3.03 Shannon., Joe 1 It Cant. bet
4.75 st9ritnhge, &r toth 65
Win. t It Wiser Ave 4 .5
25.42 Starr, B. t It S. 13th st  4 '5
Simpson, Minerva 1 It Mill st 3 c8
6.82 Wilson, Jordon I It 1213 S. 9th 7,1
Wimberly, Eleira i It Wood-
10.27 Ward ... • ..- . . • . .3.':
5.65 Watson, Geo. I It Jones bet
tith & 12th ...... 
Webb, J. Wiley 1224 S. IOth 
White, Sarah est. 1 It 620
' S. 9th 
White, Bartlett., x It Caldwell
' bet 8th & 9th.....,.. ...... 
White, Norvell I It 1033 S. 5th'
Williams, Phil I It 1365 S. to
Williams, Thomas a It S. 10th
White, Lucy 1 It S. loth 
Williams, Walter z It S. 8th 
11/ilson, Jas. 1 It S. 9th 
1#/ebb Alfred 1 It S. moth 
Watkins, Lucian 1 It Metzen
Add   4-75
Second Diarict.
Alexander, Sander 1 It N. tath
terry, Mrs. Kate 1 It S. 8th
t
cd, Alice 1 It S. 8th 
ach, Harriett I It S. 9th 
own, Louts I It S. loth 
kner, Francis I It Court 
ggs, Tom 1 It S. 8th 
daldwell, Henry heirs I It
!oh & Washington  8.89
8.20 Clopton, Mahala t It 726 Clark 6.13
mpbell, Francis % it 582
6.82 S. 7th  4-75
Daniels, Kate 1 It Plunkett
.Hill  6.13
Hall, Patsy ! It Plunkett Hill
Howell, Jas. heirs IA It Plum-
kett Hill ,......... ....  
Kind, Site, 2 It* S. 7th .... 21.29




4.28 8atyho, Annie 1 It 8th & Adams 8.89
8.59 Moore, John for W. Z. Lodge
3.38 It 7th & Adams ...... ..
7.72 Moore, John for wife 2 Its 421
7.51 S. 7Th , 
 38.40
9.10 Moore, John for U. B. of B. F.
7.98 t It 7tle & Adams  6.13
Mitcherson, Robt. 1 It N 7th  3.38
8.11 Owen, Frank 1 It 923 Wash 
10.64 Owen, Nelson 1 It 921 Wash. 10.48
2.69 Overby, Mary 1 It 9th & Ky
3.38 Ave  17.64
Owen, Ernmer 1 It Ky Ave
3.38 bet 9th & loth  8.89
2.55 Phillips, Omar I It 526 S. 7th
4-64 Palmer, C., A. M., & S. H. 1 It
It 8th & Adams  13.02
4.75 Fourth District.
9.10 Buford, W. A. 1 It 624 Ter  7.72
Bernttt, Chat 1 It 912 N. tith 7.7*
4.75 Collins, Susan I It 814 N. 8th 4.06
4.06 Clark, J. W. 1 It 726 N. loth 11.86
3.65 Cornell, Mollie % It N t3th  3.38
Cole, Hal 1 It 7th & Harris 
4.75 Coleman, C. 1 It 121 
Harris. 143..0431
7.72 Childress, Wm. t It 1321 Mad. 8.4x
9.10 Carseal, Galvin 1 It N. Toth 
3.17 Dobson, Mattie z It 821' N. 7th
7.72 Dunlap, Henry % It 816 N 7th
4.75 Duly, Nimrod 1 It mos N. 7th
8.10 Dance, Henry 1 It N. loth..
Daniels, Hat 1 It 718 Harris 
8.39 Davis Jesse % It Trim. bet 6th
3.32 &702  ••  ii4iS
6.35 Davis, W. H. i it 1318 Mad 11.17
Daniels, Lucinda 1 It i130
Harrison 
Evans, Cora t It 1229 Mlad '
Frazell, Calvin s It N. !4th 
Grimes, Lenard 1 It Clay st..
Givens, Casandra i It 707
3.38 N. 17th 
5.44 Givens, Clissipas t It 1015 N7th
Glass, Geo. f It N. t4th 
7-51 Glover, Rev. W. E. 1 It 
Rtown 7.03
Glover, Rev. for G. J. Smith 1
It N. 12th 
Gray, Fannie 1 It 8th & Bur.
Glass, Albert I It N. z4th 
Harris, Albert 1 It wog N. 7th
6.82 Iialloaely, Henry z It N. 14th
Howell, Henry 1 It Trimble 
16.82 Hamilton, Lon 1 It Block 41 
4.07 Johnson, Richard 1 It N. 4th  15.7
8
Johnson, John 1 It 7th &
4-07 Gty Limits 
 3.38
8 81 Johns, Mrs. Leander 1 It 11143
8.41 N 14t15'
 5.32
6.ot Irvan, Louis 1 It N. 8th  6.13
Irvan, Henry 1 It N. 8th  6,3
4.07 Kirell, Henry I It 920 N. 8th 7.72
Long, Littell It 1011 N. 7th  6.13
7.03 Ligon, Dan t It R-town 
. 5.65
Lawrence, T. A. t it R-town  5.65
McClure, Robt. 20 ac nr S. L.
Dale  5.44
Mathews, Mlalli.aa t It Ter. st
Mosby, Dan to at or Nels
Patrick 
T T.86 Moose, Aaron 1 It t2o7 N t*h 17413182
17.10 Mitcherson, Smith- T It 1123
10.20 Harrisonr in,  10•48ma 
Margaret I It 1310
Madison 
Miller, Mandy t It 6th & Bur.
4.20 Nelson, Robt. I It N. t4th....
6.13 Owen, Lacy 2 TIC at M. King
Perkins, M. 1 It N. tith 
Palmer, J. S. & Alice I It Clay
bet isth & 16th  4•75
Porter, D. S. 1 It Taylor &
M. Add   3.04
Reeves, Grant t It 917 N. 9th
Reynoldis,, Wm. x It 1126 N 
12th  6.35
Roberts, Gregory t It
Campbell' 
4.Roberts, Wm 1 't Harrison st. 16 r3
Smith, Jim D. t It 824 N. 8th15.99 
9.10
Smith, Robert 1 it 1036 N nth 6.35
15.78 9tanly, Jim 2 Its N. 9th  4.75
Street, Bell I It 1209 N. Wis  4.06
Tandy. Page 1 it Clay bet5.44
4. t5th & 16th 75 
7.72
8.89 Tally, S. T It 824 N. Toth 
Williams, Lucy T It Cleveland
Ave  2.69
20.12 Washington, Geo. I It Cleve-
land Ave 4.695.65
5.65 Watson, Geo. or Aibert I It
5.65 13 t t •Mlonroe  6t3












































































ylight, Julia t It 1511 Clay.. 4.75
'Williams, Dink 1 It 633 Terrell 4 75
Fifth District.
Bacon, Louis It Yeiser Ave. 3.38
Brown, Wm. 44 ac le Torn
Woods  18.75






nr Jim Spriggs 
Cane, Ruben 5 ac nr J. Spriggs
Dobson, H. C. too ac Clarks
River 
Eaker, Mrs. Mary 2 ac Wyatt
Garrett, Cora 20 ac Wyatt  
Harris, King i It Mill st.
Jackson, Jane i ac Benton R.
Jacobs, Jeff t It Mill st. 
Mathis, Spenceh 73 ac T.
Boatwright    11.86
Niece, Sam too ac Clarks R.
Reed, Dennis to ac Jane
Campbell  3•38
Vaughan, Henry 70 ac Jim
Huclgeur 
Watsor, Jane 1 It Mill sit 
Wood, Bill I It Yeiseh Ave 
Sixth District.
Bland, W. N. 30 ac or H. Bal-
lance  4-75
Davia, Frank 54 ac nr T. C.
Overstreet 7-72
Gilmore, Chas z It John Beyer 4-28
Goodin, H. 47 ac Wield Crk.. 8.58
Milliken, Matilda heirs 15 ac
Harvey, Mary i ac F. Ground 4.4!
J. Dowdy  4.06
Taylor Shadrick 5 ac W. M.
Yancy  2.55
Trice, Joe 177 ac H. Trice  25.98
Trice, Curtis 35 ac Fred. Price 6.35
Trice, Barnett 15 2X F. Price 5.3.2
Trice, Barnett 15 ac F. Trice.. 5.32
Travi -, Pce 15 ac R. Hughes 8.89
Vv'illington, Chas. 1 ac Fair
Ground 
Seventh District 
Banks, Wm., 2 lots, Row-
town, 20 ac, nr. J. Jones....
Bass, Louis, I lot in Row-
lanekown
Avant, Jim, t lot in Row-
landtown
Carr, Albert, 38 acres near G 
Stanley 
Dobbins, Guy, i lot in Row-
landtown
Ewell, Mary, lot in Row-
tandtown 
'Harris, Katy, i lot in ROW-
landtown




Reynolds Bros„ 4 lots Lin-
coln Park 
Robertson, John, 2 lots, Row-
landeown 
Robertson, Gus, 2 kits, Row-
landitown
Reynolds, Oscar, x lot, Row-
ianekowo
Reynolds, Ed, i lot, Row-
landtown
Mattie. 1 kW Row-
landtovrn
Stevens, Hill, 55 acres near G.Eirod
Tandy, Carter, 8 acres near T.
Wfbilihitrie,s Geo., i lot, Rowland-
town
Eighth District
Alien, Ed, 5 acres near R.
Carathers 
Bradshaw, Frank, 4 acres near
M. Temple 
Conley. L. for heirs, T )0t,
Woodville.
Caruthers, Rube, 47 acres
near J. 0. Smith 
Frazier, Wm., 31 acres near
H, Anderson 
Brazier, Wesley, 30 acres near
If. Anderson 
Fuqua. Henry, t6 acres near
H. Anderson 
FOnt12. Enoch, 16 acre, near
ffFletChlekrhders°,Ed,h5c• acres near
.If. Anderson 
Fletches, John, Sr., 8 acres
near H. Anderson 
Fletcher, John Jr., 8 ac or
.
ff. Andre/aim 
If toeless WTYL, 54 acres near
T. M. Spence 
McClure. Prof, 20 acres near
Smith, Jesse 
C.. Jeosgsehioll ., 3 
acres near
R. Caruthers 







Corrected Aug. aand, 1905.
14.34 48outh Bound. No. sot
Leave Cincinnati  8:20 a.m.
4.75 Leave Louisville  12:20 p.m.
3-38 Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch 




Leave Princeton  5:25 p.m.
Amite 7i2i4ucah  6,40 p.m.
Leave Paducah  6:45 p.m.
Arrive Fulton  7:55 P.m.
Arrive Gibbs, Teen.  8:3t p.m.
Arrive Rives  8:39 Pan.
Arrive Jackson .
Arrive Memphis  10:30 p.m.
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North Bound. No. icr2 No. 104 No. 122
Leave New Orleans  7:10 p.m. 9:15 ail].  .e
Leave Memphis  6:5o a.m. 8:50 p.m.
Leave Jackson, Tenn tono p.1111
Leave Rives  9:42 a.m. , 11:58 p.m.
Leave Gibbs  9:48 a.m. 9:15 p.m
Leave Fulton  to:to a.m. 12:35 a.m. 6:ooa.m..
Arrive Paducah  :1:30 a.m. 1:43 a.m. 7:40a.m.
Leave Paducah  II :25 LIM 1:48 a.m. 7:50a.m..
Arrive Princeton  13:39 p.m 3:01 am. 9:291.05.
Arrive Hopkinsville  3:50 LID. 9:40 a.m.
Arrive Evansville  6:25 pm. 9:45 a.m.
Arrive Nortonvilte  1:28 p.m. 3:51 aim. to:355.m.
Arrive Centre/ City  2:05 p.m. 4:30 a.m. x i :3cta.m.
Arrive Horse Brandi  3:00 p.m. 5:13 a.m. 12:55p.na.
Arrive Owensboro  4:55 p.m. 8:15 a.na, 4:551).111-
Arrive Louisvilk  5:35 p.m. ' 7:50 a.m. 4:551).01-
Arrive Cincinnati  9:15 p.m 11 :55 a.m.
Consumed by Fire Friday-Loes
About $3,000
Fulton, Ky., Nov 3.-One of the
most dreastroue fires that has visited
Water Valley, Ky., for a long time,
was the one last night in which the
Water Valley pottery was consumed.
This -was a valuable enterprise of
that thriving little town and was
owned by a stock company of the
best citizens of the community. It
it estimated that the loss will aggre-
gate $3,000.
For a consideration of $14.000a00•
it is said the immense La Belle Iron
Works of Wheefing, W. Va., will be














Ar. Chicago  5:300M







Lv. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m.
Lv. Chicago.... 2:50axn.














































Trains mariced thin (*) run daily except Sunday,. All other trains 
run
delay. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between C
incinnati.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers between Loui
sviSe,
Mestapii• and New Orleans. Trains 8o1 and 822 sleepers bet
ween Pachnadi
and St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GBO. C. WARF1ELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. sca-rr. A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill,
C. C. WCARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
Malin. Henry J. Evans, wife of a"
wealthy Chicagoan, committed sui-
cide by hanging herself to a bedpost.
She had long been in ill-health.
Saw-mill property worth $t000,000,
t Mount Clare. near Baltimore, and
belonging to the B. and 0. railroad,
was destroyed by fire.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER T
HAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. 
YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND B
ORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE sr ALL 81::‘ OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR?. 
SELLING AT 6 CENTS ?ER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY W3
c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL,
 ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGN3
 AT 5c, roc. 15c, aos
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL 
KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL 
EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND-EVERY 
CONSIEVe.ABI-a.
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDE
RS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WO
OD EFFECIS IN
JAPAMSE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VBRY LA
TEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY
 A FULL LINE
'OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE F
RAMES, WIN-
DOW SHAr)ES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DR
OOPING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF 
SAMPLES AND
DE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL 'fREAT YOU R
IGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C.C.LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.1
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH. Kit
MAIM, MLR & CO.







Saturday Morning Nov. 4, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
•
—The weather prediction for today
ia: Fair and mild.
—Saloonkeeper L. C. Perry of Sev-
enth and Jackson streets, who sud-
denly left these parts several weeks
Ago, has retixned from Los Angeles,
Cal., and is quite ill. He took a no-
tion to leave, and left his family be-
hind without sayirig where he was go-
ing.
—Postman Joseph Yarbro passed
everybody a happy smile yesterday
while carrying his. mail front the post-
office. The occAtion of this joy was
the arrival of a i4w boy baby at his
home in 1903 Broad street.
Deputy Circuit Clerk Will Kidd has
received word that several days ago
his nephew, John Boyd, was killed
during a railroad wreck in Louisiana,
the train jumping the track. Mr.
Boyd lived here orenty years ago and
has many Padua% friends. He was
an ex-conductor.
Yesterday Iiiksos. James WeiIle
and Henry Ogilnie reported the loss
of their bicycles the night .before.
—It is understood that Dr. Herman
T. Hessig has made an offer to gettle
with his creditors io the beekamptcy
procioding at a 40 per cent rate.
A big dame was given last even-
ing at the Painter for benefit of the
motormen arrit.icondnetars, out on a
strike in the street railway service.
'deny were there indulging in the en-
tertainment.
The Ailing.
Mr. George Phillips is able to cove
down to his office on Broadway eacti
day now and attend to business. He
has been confined for ten weeks with
typhoid fever
Captain William Patterson is able
to be out again after a several weeks'
illness.
Mr. Ernest Lackey is able to be
at his store after several days illness.
POLICE CATCHES.
Several Arrests for Minor Offenses
Yesterday and Last Night.
Ed Rood. colored, was arrested last
evening by Officers Johnson and
Roger- on the charge of stealing a
rabbit from another clarity down on
Broadway. The two had a scrap
*bout the "Bonnie and in addition
to the petty larceny. Reed was also
charged with a breach of the peace.
Ernest lierndnway was arrested by
Patrolmen Rogers and Johnson on
the charge of)engaging in a fight
with another.
Green Saulsberry and Tom Cattle,
colored, were arrested yesterday by
Officers Alexander and Gourieux and
locked up on the charge of gambling.
Officers Johnson and Rogers ar-
rested Charles Davis, colored, on
North Fourth yesterday. He was
drunk.
Anthony Tucker, colored, had a
scrap yesterday afternoon down
about Second end Court streets and
was arrested by Officers Johnir and
Rogers.
Hemo Cochrane, colored, was ar-
rested last night by Officers Senser
and Clark for stealing $3o from an-
other man
Boy Run Over.
Yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock a
white boy was riding his wheel on
Broadway at Seventh street when
he was crashed into by a buggy driv-
en by a colored boy, accompanying
a 'w'hit r lady. The bicyclist was
knocked down and then run over by
the rig, but jumped up quickly,
scrambkd onto his wheel and sailed
out the street. Apparently /Se was
not hurt as he got up before anyone
could tell who he was.
11,11r. Charles Q. C. Leigh has re-
turned from Evansville, Louisville
and other places.
Me. Joe Rothschild, the tobacco
drummer, is in from a trip through
western Kentucky.
'Mr. Thomas Davis, of Stnithland,
was in the city yesterday on busi-
neS.S.
Mrs, Judge Bloomfield and daugh-
ter, Miss kie, have moved in from
their bonne Nn Arcadia and taken
rooms at Hotel Craig.
Mr. Felix G. Rudolph returned yes-
terday at noon from a trip to Ban-
dana.
Miss Barbara Powell, of New Or-
leans, is visiting Miss Georgia Mox-
ley, for a few days.
Mr. F.dward P. Noble and bride,
nee Miss Emma Reed, will return
next week from their wedding trip.
Mr. L. L. Creasey returned from
Chicago yesterday morning.
Mr. L. Stanley DuBois yesttrdayreturned from a drumming trip
through the South.
Mrs. George Stephens, of Shaw,Miss., is visiting her sister, Mrs. Geo.W. Grief.
Mr. Fabian Greenwell has gone toWaverly, Ky., where next Thursdayhe marries Miss Flora Bishop.
Miss Lucile Pennywitt leaves Mon-day for Keokuk, Iowa, to join herfather, Capt. H. W. Pennywitt, of theexcuroion boat J. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Austinand the former's si-teo Miss Eliza-beth Austin, are here frostoSe. Louis
visiting Mr. and Mrs. John T. Andes-Son, of 1237 South Eighth street. Theformer couple are on their bridal touren route home from Nashville. Miss
Austin is of Burn., Tenn., and re-mains for several weeks.
Miss Anna- Sherrill Baird has returned from viskina in Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Joe Bloom and wife, of -St.
Louis, are at the Palmer. where they
Informally eritertained several friends
la.t night.
Mr. C. M. Dav;9 and daughter.
Ethyln of Mayfield, have returned.
'home after visiting here
Mrs. Jack McCandkos has returned
from visiting in the East.
Mr. Rid Reed arrived here yester-
day en route from FrankFort, Ky., to
Smithland.
Pars, Charles C. Grassham and
daughter have teturned from visiting
in Livingatsion emimty.
Mr. Harry C. Rhodes does not
leave for New_ York until some time
next week
Mr. U. ki Clark has reterned from
a trip to 'Evansville.
Mr. John Counts went to Paris,
Tenn., yesterday.
THE RIVER NEWS
At 5 o'clock this afternoon the
steamer • Kentuckz gets out for, the
Tennessee river. She comes back
again next Thursday night_
The City of Saltitto gets to St.
Louis today, but will not leave there
until next Monday afternoon, on ac-
return thes way for the Tennessee
river.
The DickWiowler gets out fort Cairo
this morning at 8 o'clock and cornea
back tonight about to
The Bob Dudley leaves Nashville
tonight and gets here Monday.
The Wattenn left yesterday fkir
Evansville and comes back tomor-
row.
The Henry Harley is today's boat
in the Evansville trade.
The ferryboat Bettie Oweu today
sresitmes her business in the trade
between here and the Illinois Land-
ings opposke.
The goverunsent bcat Katherine
yesterday passed up the Ohio river
after a tow of our for the govern-
ment works at %Mound City,
The City of Savannah has been lay-
ling up at St. Louis, but is due to
leave there today and get here tomor-
row night oil her way to the Tennee-
see river.
The Lyda has gone to the Tennes-
see river after a tow of ties.
The,exenraion steamer Scimitar II.
arrived) here yesterday from the Mis-
sissippi river, and will probably win-
ter here.
The towboat John A. Wood passed
down yesterday hound for the Missis-
sippi river with a tow of coal.
The Ohio is falling from Davis
Ts!and down and so are the Cumber-
land and Tennessee.
—This afternoon at the Wallate
Park baseball grounds, the football
team of school boys of this city still
play.a team coining up from Cairo.
A ON
URI GIRL




Had Given up All Hope of Ever
Making Any Cure.
Mrs. I. B. Jones, Addingtml, Ind.
T., writes: "My little girl had been
suffering for two years from eczema,
and during that time I could not
get a night's sleep, as her ailment
was very seven. I had tried so many
remedies and spent 00 thuch money,
deriving no benefit. I had given up
all hope of making any awe. Mislaid
delight a atcrgaand to my great 
resort I was persuaded totry en
change was manifested from the first
application. I gave the child a bath
with Cuticura Soap, using a soft piece
of muslin cloth. -This I did twice a
day, each time following with Cud-
curs Ointment, and at the same
time gave the Resolvent, according to
directions. One box of Ointment
and two bottles of the Resolvent, to-
gether with the Soap, effected a per-
manent cure. I submit this for pub-
lication, hoping it will assist other
sufferers in curing themselves."
COMPLETE TREATMENT
Consisting of Cuticura Soap
Ointment and Pills.
The first step in the treatment of
chronic Eczema is to remove the
scales and crusts and soften the skin,
by warm baths with Cuticura Soap.
Dry carefully and apply Cuticura
Ointment, lightly at first, and where
advisable spread it on pieces of soft
cloth and bind in place. Take the
Resolvent PIM, or liquid, in medium
doses. Do pot use cold water in bath-
ing, and *YIN cold, raw winds.
amiessnar=0 .riasleciE5in.
Jas Peat
2140 1111.411111.. es- tar 'Bee Otos llmanollib.,
Fancy B. P. Rocks.
To make room for our stock the
coming winter we wilt sell until De-
cember 1st, choice stock for Si each
or $5. for six—Either pallets or cock-
erels. Mrs. W. L. Kennedy, Lola,
Ky.
Mrs. E. L. W'hitesidee, osteopath,
629 1-2 Broadway; Moose, Old 1454
and New 76i.
WATERWAY DELiCGATIES.




roomslor light housekeeping, at 438
South ixth.
WA TED—Eight lady canvassers
with experience and acquaintance in
Faditeds. Apply at 128 South Fourth
street. Good salary.
Blue Points at Ragan' s Cafe today,
cent each. Old 'phone 906-red.
FOR SALE—On North Sixth and
Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room house.
Inquire zotfi Trimble street.
FOR RENT—Furnished room
within three blocks of Fourth. and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
FOR SALE—Wagon, horse and
harness, all in good shape. Apply to
719 Sol nth.
FOR RENT—Two cottages; one
5 rooms, one 6 roomer; modern con-
verities. Adame street between Fifth
and Sixth. Apply on premises.
WIA N TED—I nem an cc, investment
and building and loan agents; high
class propositions; good agents can
make $25o per month. The Standard
Guaranty and Trust Co., Washington,
D. C.
Money in Timber Lands.
Fortunes have been made and can
easily be made today by buriag Ar-
kansas rich river bottom lands, heav-
ily covered with timber, at a nominal
price, holding the land for a few years
and then selling the timber at twice
the price the land and timber both
cost and then have the land cleared
and 'elt it for five times the original
pure ha price and sometimes ten
times the cost. We have a proposi-
tion of this kind in 1,6co acres of
land•in Arkansios at oniy $3.50 per
acre One-third cash, balance i and 2
years, at 6 per cent. This land when
clear will rent for $5.00 per acre per
year. Full particulars on request.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE REAL
ESTATE AGENCY.
Fraternity building. Both phones 835
Mayor Yeiser yetterdo *Wined the 1-
official representatives of this" citPlie
who will attend the annualnowirention
week after newt of the Ohio Valley
Improvement Association . at Cairo.
Those selected Isere Pthillideni A. J.
Decker and Secretary D. W. Cetekt,
of the Commercial dub, arid Messes.
Henry Petter, Given Fowlee, Saun-
ders Fowler, Louis D. Pell. 'Maj.
Lovell, Frank A. Brown, John S.





Extra fancy Florida Oranges the first
of the season,
per dozen - 200 300 400
Fancy Bananas, per dozen ....Amt.
We rell fancy Wine Sap Apples
for the last time, per peek. 40(
4 lbs. Soda Crackers for  
Pic-nic Hams, per lb 
Calmut Hams, per lb. 
Extra fancy new crop
Beans, 6 Ms. for 








Floun per sack • • 70(
Englert & Bryant










I as an independent canilidate for
coroner of McCracken county, and as
I have been unable in get an3qnd and
see my friends and other voters, I re-
spectfully ask them to consider my
candidacy before casting their votes.
I have lived in Paducah all my life,
and am perfectly familiar with the
duties of office, having served for
many years as coroner, and am will-
ing and promise to if elected,,, dis-
chargeihoee duties to the best of my
alility.MI NANCE.
Wb have e'm to sell—you want
'em-5-A Plush Robes, $2.50 to $10.
Powell-Rogers Co.
Canonized Rubber Roofing war-
ranted for steep or fiat roof or over
old airinglea requires no coating or
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co, Chi-
cago. G. R. Davis & Bro., loca:
agents.
5-A Horse Blankets are the best.
Sold by Powell-Rogers Co.
Dr. Lillard D. Sanders has remov-
ed his office from the Trueheart
building to his residence, 318 South
Sixth street, opposite court house.
You are cordially invited to attend
a free lecture on Christian Science by
Judgeopilliam G. Having, of Chicago,
Ill. Members of the board of lect-
ureship of the First Church of Christ
Scientist in Boston, Mass., at The













°- Pittsburg Coat Co.
For Autos and Carriages
Newest Styles
Handsomest, Patterns
"Chase" Best Grade "s Stroock" aa,
oF
PLUSH LAP ROBES
t Paducah Saddlery Co.
FOURTH AND JEFFERSON.
OINK MF RIF OW INF ME MF 3,1K SS*
Popular Songs and Initiumental Hits
In Sheet Music.
For two weeks only we offer a Joe' Arch "kith every asc sale on Sheet
Music.
BETTER TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS GREAT OFFER
3,000 pieces at roc, worth 25c every-where.
5$4 pieces at I5c, a for aac-- These are some of the latest and
best.
300 ()tett. at soc, 3 for roc. Old pieces but every OM 100d.
Early buyers get first choice. Ask for our free tatalogue








We Write Anytking in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
-IL
FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINFIFLOORINClANDuALLIPOTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrillia.ussell Lumber Co.
1NCOR.PORATED.
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